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LOCAL AFFAIRS

Miss J. A. Thompson returned today from her southern trip.

NEW ADVERTISEMENTS.

Miss
Annie
Corneail
left
this
morning for a few days' visit in Mil-
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The officers and directors of this bank are
always at your dison all linancial matters.
Your affairs will be held
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our

strictly

experience and advice may prove helpful.
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DIRECTORS
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There will be a public supper at
the Unitarian vestry this evening
at 6.30.
A democratic caucus will be held
at Hancock hall next Saturday evening at 7.30.
Charles Eppes, who has been at
the Merry Mack the past month, returned to-day to Brockton, Mass.
There will be a cooked food sale at
the Whiting block annex next Saturday afternoon, opening at 2.30. It
will be given by four ladies, for the
benefit of the high school building
fund.

SCHEDULE OF MAILS.
Ellsworth PoNtoffloe.
MAILS RECEIVED
From West—6.47 a. m.; 4.31 p. m.
From East—11.11 a. m.; 6.27 p. m
MAILS CLOSE AT POSTOFFICE.
Going West—10.40 a. m.; 6.00 p. m.
Going Eaat—6.15 a. m.; 4.00 p. ra.

Registered mall should be at postoffice half

IT PAYS TO TRADE AT THIS STORE

WKATBKK
Week

For

Acrnt for Pictorial Review
Pattern, anti Publication,.

Quality

Service

at

4am

to

line before purchasing
children’s Spring Hats.

see our

your

midnight. J

Weather
conditions

Temperature

Large line of Children’s and Misses’ Straw
Nats just in.
This was a fortunate purchase made early last fall and
every hat is
priced much lower than it would be if
bought on to-day's market. Also Cloth Hats
for boys in Middy and U. S. Navy Styles.

ELLSWORTH.
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Mrs. F. E. Sllvy returned Saturday from a business triq to Boston.
The Thursday club will meet this
week with Mrs. M. Y. McGown.
Mrs. Roy Fifleld and Miss Dorothy
Spillane visited in Bar Harbor the
past week.
The literature club will meet with
Mrs. O. W. Tapley next Monday even-

ing.

Miss Elizabeth Macomber, who is
in Skowhegan, is spending
the Easter recess with her mother,
Mrs. F. H. Macomber.
The Hancock county conference in
the interchurch world movement will
be held at the Baptist church in Ellsworth Friday, April 9.
Rev. George M. Jones has accepted the call to the Unitarian church
here, and will enter upon the pastorate the first of May.

teaching

Mr. and Mrs. Merle Beckwith of
Portland are receiving congratulations on the birth of a son, Marvin
Carroll, on March 20.
A hearing has been ordered by
Major Arthur L. Thayer, chairman
of the Maine Industrial Accident
commission, to take place in the
municipal court room at Ellsworth
Friday, March 26. at 4.30 o'clock, in
the case of Henry Shapleigh vs. H. C.
Staples and the Employers’ Liability
Assurance Co., insurers.
B. B. Walker of the Ellsworth
Foundry & Machine Works garage,
W. A. Alexander of the Morang garage, George Haynes. W. P. Bonsey
and E. J. Brown attended the automobile show in Boston last week.
Mr. Bonsey extended his trip to New
York for a few days.
At u republican caucus last Thursday, delegates to the State and^district conventions to be held at BanFor
gor to-morrow were elected.
the first time, the names of women
in
the
list
of
Mrs.
appeared
delegates,
L. F. Giles, Mrs. L. A. Leach, Mrs.
R. J. Goodwin and Miss Alice Haslam
being chosen as auxiliary delegates
and alternates.
Many assembled at Knights of
Columbus hall on St. Patrick’s evening for the sociable given by members of St. Joseph's parish, but primarily to listen to the lecture by
Father
Rev.
Gorman.
It was a
scholarly address on the life of St.
Patrick, and his great influence over
Ireland and the Irish people.
He
expressed his firm belief in the freedom of Ireland in the near future.
Throughout the entire address, the
religious intensity. Irish loyalty and
American patriotism of the speaker
were strongly manifest.
Ellsworth

CEDAR WANTED
We

in the market for Cedar for railroad ties,
and posts. Will buy in the round, or hewn two
sides. If you have any cedar, it will pay you to see
us now.
We are paying top market price.
are

MOOR & FOSTER
ogce_Manning Block
Ellsworth, Maine
YOUR E\ES A
FAIR CHANCEf
Several have come to me wearing a
cheap spherical glass when they should
nave
had compound
cylinder
lenses
months ago.
Kyes corrected as they
should be may c st you more to-day.
but will save dollars in the future, and
perhaps your eyesight.

AKK

YOU

(.m.Mi

Edward H. Baker
Graduate Optometrist and Registered Eye Specialist
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SHOE SALE!
bought

Men's and

a

stock of

Boys' Shoes

both dress and for work
which I am

closing

out at VERY

LOW FIGURES

an-

coun-

locftfn^8

basket-ball fans have
enjoyed two good games during the
past week. Last Wednesday evening
the high school team met the boys
from Hampden academy, who had
beaten them at Hampden the week
before by two points. The Ellsworth
boys wiped out this defeat, and then
some, winning by the score of 44 to
23.
Friday evening the Ellsworth
A. A. team met a team from the
University of Maine, playing under
the name of the Park A. A.
The
visitors started off like runaways,
four
baskets
before
the
Ellsscoring
worth boys got their feet placed.
Then it was close and exciting for
two periods, but in the third period
the Ellsworth team put it all over the
boys from Orono, the final score, 76
to 40, telling the story.

Have

shop

Procurable In their
References.
Hotel Brunswick, Boston.

Ellsworth American
.$J .50 per year

Apply

at

M. Povich’s Residence
Tel, 141-3

jI

bridge.

M. Povich.
J. A. Haynes.
F. C. Murphy.
M. L. Adams.
Legal Notices.
Sllvy & Donovan.
Moore’s pharmacy.
The Leader Evaporating Co.
New England Wlllys Light Co.

Farnsworth. Vice Pres.,
Dunleavy, Assistant Cashier,

'ShbfrtietmnitB.

88 Water Street, Ellsworth

Adaline M. Chase. Ellsworth's oldest resident, died last Friday at the
home of her niece, Miss Cordelia J.
Stanwood, where she had made her
home for some years.
She was in
the 100th year of her age.
The annual play and ball of Senator Hale hose
will take
company
place Easter Monday evening, April
5, at Hancock hall.
The play. “A
Little Clodhopper,” will be presented,
under the direction
of Fred
E.
Cooke.

!
|
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Have you

established

credit

your

in

this

community?
A bank account is

of the best builders

one

of

credit.
It is

I

to

financial

your

Checking Account
Bank with

advantage

to have

a

with this institution.

us.

Capital, $100,000

Surplus

and

profits, $130,000

Union Trust Company
q/’Ellsworth, Maine

The union service in connection
with the inter-church world movement. will be held next Sunday eveRev.
ning in the Methodist church.
J. B. Coy will preach.
Last Sunday
evening the meeting was held in the
Congregational church, with a good

congregation.
col. J. L. Long, u. s. A., coast
was in Ellsworth Monday

tillery,

aron

tour of inspection of recruiting
posts and stations in the district.
Private Clovis Adkins of the 5th Co.,
C. A. C., Fort McKinley, is now stationed at Ellsworth in the recruiting
service, making his headquarters at
the custom house.
Men between the
ages of eighteen and forty years are
eligible for enlistment, amVMr. Adkins would be glad to meet any such
and give any information desired.
Col. Long reports enlistments in this
district, which includes Maine and
a part of New Hampshire, as large
The army service is now offering educational advantages never before
given, both in rudimentary branches
and in vocational and mechanical
training. Which accounts for the increase in enlistments.
Ira B. Hagan, jr., of Ellsworth has
been appointed to an important position as field superintendent of State
highway construction for eastern and
northern
Maine.
Heretofore the
supervision has been carried on principally from the office through district supervisors.
Now the State has
been divided into two districts, with
a field superintendent in each, who
will have supervision of and be in
direct touch with the various district
supervisors. Mr. Hagan has a large
His friends are congratuterritory.
lating him on his appointment to this
importarft position. He Is eminently qualified for the work, both as
civil engineer, and from practical experience in State highway construcHe has for
tion and supervision.
some time been supervisor for northern and western Hancock, with a few
towns in Penobscot and other neighboring counties. That his qualifications were recognized by the State
highway department is shown by the
fact that the appointment came to
him entirely unsought and unexpected.
a

To Mv Cll
StiOmPrS'
VtlBlUlUCl
».

The E*'1? papers contain articles relating to lit
business of Fire Insurance particularly call), *
dtention to the increased values of buildings and
stocks, owing to the abnormal prices I
building materials and the high cost of labor. It may be that your insurance is not suffi:ient to cover any possible loss, if not I would like to
place additional insurance for y, a
rhe 80 per cent clause does not affect any insurance
pol icies issued on property outside <f
nydrant protection, it will cost nothing totalk this over with me. Call me on the Phone or
write me. Better still, call at my office and we will talk it over.
Yours

Respectfully,
O. W. TAPIaEY.

Wm. Tell

Flour, lA bbl bags
Flour, X bbl bags
Heavy Back Pork, pound
California Asparagus, can
Bee Brand Tomatoes, can

$1.65
$6.50

Wm. Tell

Farmers’ Horse Radish, 5
Comb Honey, package

ramarands, pound
Pie Filling, Strawberry

25c
21c
20c

ounce

bottle

15c
5QC

J5C
and

Raspberry, pound

We pay 45 cents per dozen CASH for fresh

Forty-four

buy

eggs

-o-

15c

eggs.

bag

a

Let

us

of the best all-round flour this week.
have your order.

WAR LECTURE.

"Sandy” Chapman, K. of C. War
Worker, to Speak Here.
Charles “Sandy” Chapman, one of
the most brilliant speakers of the
country and a well known overseas
secretary of the Knights of Columbus, will speak at Hancock hall,
Ellsworth, Monday evening, April 12,
under the auspices of Philip H.
Sheridan council, K. of C.
Mr. Chapman was president of
the Knights of Columbus Overseas
He was one of the
War-Workers.
first to go across, and saw a great
There will be
deal of active service.
no admission charge and the public
is invited to hear him.
The Boston Post said concerning a
which
at
Chapman apmeeting
"The speaker of the evepeared:
ning told by far the best war story
A
that we have heard up to date.
real dramatic speaker, he carried
his audience to France and vividly
showed them the horrors of war at
close range.
Interspersing humor
with pathos, he carried his audience
from tears to laughter in the same
It is unusual to say it,
moment.
but we could enjoy hearing Mr.
Chapman again. His story, coming
of
the
work
of the
first hand,
Knights of Columbus, is wonderful,
and shows us clearly that we are
mighty lucky to have this great organization ready to face even death
that our boys may enjoy the comforts
sent to them from home.”
COMING EVENTS.

Wednesday evening. March 24, at
Unitarfan vestry—Public supper at
6.30.
Thursday, March 25, at Methodist
vestry—Ten-cent social by Methodist club.
April 9—Hancock county conference, interchurch world movement,
at Baptist church, Ellsworth.
March
26, at
Friday evening,
Hancock hall—Basket-ball; Bangor
Last game
A. C. vs Ellsworth A. A.
of the season.
Monday evening, April 12, at Hancock hall—-Free lecture by Charles
of
Knights
Chapman,
“Sandy”
Columbus war worker.
Saturday. 2.30 p. m., at Whiting
block annex—Food sale for benefit
of high school building fund.

Cash,

Page

and

3

Carry” Grocer,

Ellsworth

& Shaw

Huylers

CANDY BY MAIL

APOLLO CHOCOLATES mailed to any address, not less tliau
one-pound
lots, or delivered at homes In Ellsworth

$1.00

a

Moore’s
Corner

Opposite

Pound

Pharmacy
Postoffice,

Ellsworth

Liggetts

Apollo

J.

A.
119

THOMPSON
MAI INI STREET

F"ire, Marine and Automobile Insurance
Representing
The

Equitable Eire and Marine
OP HARTFORD, CONN.

C. O.

I nsurance

BURRILL

&

Co

SON

—Established 1807—

FIRE AND AUTOMOBILE INSURANCE
representing

some

of the

leading companies

Abstractor of Titles

I wi9h to announce that I have
opened an office in Ellsworth, as a
public abstractor of titles.
Having
retired from the insurance business
after twenty-live years’ service, and
recently completed a term of office as
assessor, I am now in a position to
give all my time to this work.
All
matters entrusted to me will be given
and
prompt
thorough attention.

e.
umce

x.
and

sow le:

Attorney at I.aw.
Kesidence, 174 Main St.

Telephone,

109.

of ibis and

foreign countiie

L. E. TREADWELL
Agent

for

the

International
America

Harvester Co. of

10-20 TITAN KEROSENE TRACTOR
112, 3, 6, 10 Horsepower Kerosene Engine

I. H. C. Motor Trucks, from 3-4 ton up
Every

promptly attended to,
information given.

order
and

MUTUAL
Edited

PROMPT RELIEF
for the acid-distressed
try two or three

—

purposes of this column are
succinctly stated in the title and motto
—it is for the mutual benefit, and aims
to be helpful and hopeful.
Being: for
the common grood it is for the common
use—a public servant, a purveyor of
information and suggestions, a medium
for the interchange of ideas, in this cai pacity it solicits communications, and
its success depends largely on the supComport given it in this respect.
munications must be signed, but the
ne of writer will not be printed exCommunications
cept by permission.
will be subject to approval or rejection
by the editor of the column, but none
will be rejected without good reason.
Address all communications to The
American, Ellsworth. Me,

The

on

the

tongue—keep

your stomach
sweet—try Ki-moids—the new
aid to digestion.
MADE BY SCOTT & BOWNE
MAKERS OF SCOTT’S EMULSION

INFLUENZA
starts with a Cold
|

Kill the Cold. At the
take

sneeze

hill’s
|

CASCARAfcMUININE
Standard cold remedy for 20 year*
—in tablet form—safe, aure. no
opiates—breaks up a cold in 24
hours—relieves grip in 3 days.
Money back if it fails. IM
genuine box has a Red

number of the readers of The American will be delighted to read It.
We
preserve our old school books with
care, but alas! we have
no
“Young
Reader” of 1835.
They were so much
read in the olden times that they were

k

__

with

Mr.

Hill’s

picture.
At All

Southwest Harbor. Mar. 10, 1920.
Dear Aunt Madge:
I have been long interested in your
column, but have not dared to offer
myself to enlist as an M. B. But now
my friends are wishing you to print
“Honesty is the Best Policy,” having
heard from their mothers the story of
“Honestus Woodman."
So, dear Aunt
Madge, if any of your M. B.’s have a

“Young Reader” of
1835. will you
please ask that kind sister to furnish
is
the
Best
“Honesty
Policy” for the
Mutual Benefit column,
and a large

filtOMlDt

top

rx>n*t pro!cog ?rffertPfrs from
Coughs, Colds, Sore Throat,
Grippe. Cramps. Chills, Sprains
Strains, Bronchitis TonsIU'J*, etc,

j

Ki*MOIDS

Drug 5ter—

worn out

seventy

ago.

years

Johnson’s
j

HONESTY THE BEST POLICY.
Honestus Woodman's cottage stood
Just by the margin of the wood.
Through which a river deep and slow.
By old trees shaded, used to flow.
He was not rich, this Mr. Woodman.
But yet he was an honest good man
Who got his living by his labor;
And Mr. Cheatim was his neighbor.
The little Woodmans, though
’twas

Restful
t.jtc
,UES
TEAS

cool.
For it was now quite late in autumn.
Went daily to a village school.
Where a good lady came and taught

Wed ABE GOOD

’em.
Their

jackets patched and thin
(For Mrs. Woodman did not patch ill.)

Every
Day lN
Fri
the
Sat week

knock

Importers and Packers
Bangor. Me.

it,

While nuts and
And his "Young

apples from the farm
Reader" stuffed his

pocket.
One morning Mr.
Went out and by
Finding it colder
He took his axe

Woodman rose.
his reddening nose.
grew and colder.

upon his shoulder.
For in such keen and frosty weather.
His family, if kept together
Would almost freeze, and this he knew-

Thurston and Kingsbury Co.,

r

summer

Were buttoned up close to the chin
And each, because he had no satchel.
Carried his slate beneath his arm
That nothing hard might scratch or

!•
Tbdbs.

(4419)

well.
Without a good supply of fuel.
So out he went and near the brook
His stand beside a tree he took;
Twas large, one of the largest oaks.
And
the
long
sturdy
woodman’s

After you eat—always take

FATONIC

Liniment

j

and all the

many

good deal out of breath.
Though not as the boys say “tired to
death."
Honestus Woodman thought it best
To stop a little while and rest.

miseries caused by

turning to sit down he tripped
Against his axe and in it slipped..
Down, down it sank; his axe was gone;'
And thus aloud he made his moan.
"Alas! alas! my axe is lost!
An axe I valued as a brother!
An axe that so much money cost!
Ah me! where shall I get another?”

EATONIC is the best remedy. Tens of thousands wonderfully benefited. Positively guaranteed to please or we will refund money.
Call and get a big box today. You will see.

JS.

G.

a

But

Acid-Stomach
MOOKE, 53 MAIN ST.
Ellsworth, Maine

Into the stream.
Down, down it went,
And down sat Cheatim to lament.
In loud and well-dissembled tone.

is a doctor’s prescription for Internal and external use with a
record of over 100 years of splendid success. A wonderfully
i*ootbing, healing, p«.?n banishing
anodyne upon which yoa can
salely rely to

t

Repeating Woodman’s very

Get
Well—

An axe that so much money cost!
Ah me!
whereshall I get another!”
Scarce had he finished, when behold
From the deep stream that was so cold
By this time that it almost froze,
The beauteous water spirit rose.
She asked him why so loud he cried;

Perhaps my readers ought to know
That these things happened long ago
In days of fable—those old times
That poets tell of in their rh>mes.
When
sylphs rode round on every
breexe.

He answered. “Oh in this de«p tide
I’ve lost an ax*>, ma’am, that I prize

Aye

as I do my very eyes.
And as the w’eather is so cold.
And I am getting rather old,
1 fear to plunge into this river;
The thought’s
enough to make

When

oreads
danced
on
cliff
and
mountains.
When dryads dwelt in hollow trees
\nd naiads lived in brook and fountain.
Sow
when
the
water
nymph that
drunk
rhe

where

wave

Woodman's

axe

had

ms lament, she took her clothes
Vnd put them on, and gently rose;
Vnd when she saw him looking at her
?he asked him
what could
be
the
matter.
ie told her frankly all about it.
My friend,” said she, "I do not doubt
neara

“Aye that’s my axe!” said he. “hold!
hold!”
The genius of the river cried,
"I am not cheated, though you’ve lied.
This axe is mine; as for your own
Which you so piteously bemoan.
If ever again you should view it
Xo doubt you'll find it where you threw
it.
Mine I shall lay upon the shelf,
And you may dive for yours yourself.”

it.
heard it plunge; and though it lies
Jelow the reach of mortal eyes,
3e of good courage, never mind it.
’ll down and see if I can find it.’**
!he sank.
Almost as quick as thought
She rose again, and with her brought
tn axe of silver.
The rich prize

Moral:
Those

who
stick

Are

thought your hosesty to try;
Vnd since you cannot tell a lie,
Vt least, sir. since you have not

peated.
Parkins—One cup shortening. 1
cup sugar. 1 cup molasses, 2 cups
rolled oats (uncooked), 2 eggs, 1
teaspoon soda, spice to taste, flour to
make stiff batter so as to spread with
knife.
Drop by spoonful on a pan
and pat smooth with knife.—L. E. T.

Egypt.

Miss
Neva
Linscott
and
Miss
Beatrice Bragdon are visiting at Lorenzo Linscott’s. West Hancock.
Little Allan Savage has been ill a
few days.
Miss Abbie Hutchins is visiting her
sister, Mrs. Howard Hodgkins.
March 20.
L.

told

one

rhe steel, the silver axe and gold one
\re all your own; to all the three
You’re welcome for your honesty."
3he ceased and sank and Woodman

CHICHESTER

West Sullivan.
Mrs. William Clark and daughter
Edna are spending a few days at
Tunk Pond with Mr. and Mrs. M. H.
Havey.
Mrs. Orville Gordon is visiting at
Orono.
Miss Beth Havey is visiting her
aunt, Mrs. E. E. Bragdon, at East
Sullivan.
Morton
Boardman
and
Dwight
Havey have returned from a camping
at
Tunk
trip
pond, with a string of
twenty-five fish.
Mrs. E. B. Hysom spent Friday
and Saturday in Bangor.
Charles Brinton, who is employed
on the railroad, spent the week-end
at home.
The second annual fisherman's ball
was given at K. of P. hall Wednesday
17.
evening, March
Many were
present, and all reported a fine
time. A delicious supper was served.

S PILLS

THE IMA MONO BRAND.
A
A»U your l»rucrt*t(f
Chl-ehM-ter'e Diamond Tlrumt
I’Hli in Red M
liold n eta lie’
U>*«, sealed arith Blue K>>lx,n.
Take bo other
Jtuy of r«mr
Draoiot. Ask fort'll 1-4.11'T>*-TER*3
IMAM«*N!> BRAND FILIAtelf
year* k nown as Best, Safest.Al» ays Relia* ie

SOLD BY DRUGGISTS EVERYWHERE

It has
better flour,

lately?

<\
■

A

brought

us

and

just

a

in

our

E. 0. Hardison was a-business visitor in Bangor last week.
Eugene S. Coombs has purchased
the Willis Bonsey lot.
Irving Rollins has gone to Gouldsboro to run a mill for Fletcher Wood.
Miss Leona DeBeck is at home
from the U. of M. for the Easter recess.

Miss Audrey McGown of Rvefleld is
spending a few days with her aunt.
Mrs. Irvin Rollins.
The seniors at the high school are
making every effort to raise money
for graduation.
A social was held
at the grange hall Friday evening.
March 22.
"Echo."
North Sullivan.
Pearl Tripp and Zemro Hall arrived home from Portland Saturday.
Miss Sara Robertson of Bangor is
visiting her sister. Mrs. Mary Robert-

BEECHAM’S

Sold

ev*ry-

In boiet,
10c ,25c.

|

1
|
\
j
|
!

j

PILLS'M&S:

Worl£

Bunker regret to learn of her
des.k
Saturday. March 20. after a short
nes* of pneumonia.
She leaves «
husband, daughter, daughter-in U*
sister, brother and several
children
Mrs. Hunker was
and loving neighbor, and
will l
greatly missed in the community
Much sympathy Is felt for the
famiWT'
March 22.
H

u?

KlanT
a" kinli

----

Marlboro.
The majority of the
citizens 0f
this place were disappointed
In Han
cock's refusal to
consolidate the
schools.
It was anticipated
that a
forward movement would bo
06
along that line.
Word was received this
week of
the death of James Butter in
Rut
land. Mass.
No further particular!
could be learned.
Mrs. E. T. Brown came from
Bartlett. N. H., Monday and is
visiting at
the home of her son, L. L.
Brown
The town voted to build f,
road
from the highway on the
Maxwell
property to the shore, but no money
was raised owing to the
phraseology
of the article in the warrant.
Someone
has suggested that is was
g
joker.
Marlboro's
citizens
don't
seem
inclined to take It ns s„ch
They are determined to have the
road now that the town ha
so ex-

mart!

pressed.

Friends of Homer Wilbur, now of
Dexter, will be glad to learn that be

has survived an attack »f the flu
also that he has not given up all
his
traits of farm life.
He Is keeping a
cow and cutting his firewood
Mr. and Mrs. Howard
Springer,
in Pepperell. Mass., have be'-n III of
but
are
grip,
reported better
March 23.
“Jane."

son.

Carl Blaisdell is home from l\ of
M. for a few days.
Miss Hattie Robertson of Steuben
is visiting her mother. Mrs. Nellie
Robertson.
Mrs. E. B. Hysom is rehearsing
the children of the Sunday school for
an Easter concert.
Mrs. Edward Webbwent to Bangor
Wednesday for medical treatment
The many friends of Mrs. Oakman

North Franklin.
Mrs. Lena Collar has gone to Oakland to care for her son's wif.> who
is ill.
Harvard Abbott has been graduated from the yeoman naval school at
Providence. U. I., anr has gone to
California to ronttnue training
Mrs. Annie Hooper has had a telephone installed In her home
March 15.
T.

was

enjoyed by

<|

is
a.

^
±
a.

West Tremont.
L. W. Rumill is visiting in Boston.
The dramatic club presented the
drama "The Little Clod-hopper,” at
K. ot P. hall Monday evening.
Pro-

—a

real part of the meal,

not

merely

something to

drink with your food—

Postum Cereal
If you feel that
something
interferes with your _
health, stop tea and coffee and use this popular

drink.

*

There's a Reason
No raise in
price.
Madt by
Postum Cereal
Battle Creek..

Company

Michigan.

ceeds, $25,50.
Capt. and Mrs. C. P. Lunt are visiting Capt. Lunt’s sister, Mrs. Etta
Walls, at Seal Cove.

Mr. and Mrs. Joshua Murphy are
congratulations
on
the
birth of a son.
Alvin Walls is home from Seal
Cove, where he has been employed!
Schools begun
March
16; Miss
Grace Stover and Miss Ethel Bunker,
teachers.
Capt. and Mrs. C. P. Lunt are at
home after spending a few weeks at
Seal Cove and Mt. Desert
Elsie, Lessie and Marjorie Bridges
are
home
from
Ellsworth
high
school for the vacation.
Owing to
the condition of the roads, they were
unable to get a team to bring them,
and walked, leaving Ellsworth at 10
a. m. and reaching here at 6
p. m.
Although drenched with rain and
very tired, they suffered no ill effects
from their twenty-five miles walk.
March 18.
“Thelma.”

receiving

have

little nearer to per-

fection in color and baking quality.
Try it and you’ll see the difference
at once.

time, tell your Grocer—William Tell
and get the very best.

WHITCOMB, HAYNES

recess.

something new to eat" you
need Beecham-s Pills. Even
when digestion is good, poison*
are formed during its
pro.
cesses that unless
eliminated
irritate mind as well as
body

Miss Blanche Rich, who has been
at Ellsworth, is home.
Mrs. Alvin Walls and two children
I
are visiting Mrs. Eunice Lopaus at
Southwest Harbor.
March 15.
“Sub.”

completed, inmethods,

West Franklin.
The "stork" has withstood the severe winter, and brought daughters
to Mr. and Mrs.
Harry I). Clark
(Wilma Corinna) and to Mr. and
Mrs. D. M. Hardison.
Mr. and Mrs. Charles Carter of
Belfast are visiting at E. E. Coombs’.
Miss Ola Smith is at home from
Castine normal Rchool for the Easter

When E3ywlwhoUw>n£

vent

employe#!

TELL a finer and better flour.

machinery

pleasant evening

friends at the home of Mr. and Mrs.
Ashe
Eugene
Tuesday
evening,
March 9. at a whist party given byMrs. Ashe in honor of Mr. Ashe's
fiftieth birthday.
A. P. Havey and
i Mrs. B. K.
Joy won first prizes,
while Dr. Milne and Mrs. H. H.
Havey carried off the booby prizes.
Mrs. Ashe was a delightful hostess.
Delicious refreshments were served,
a birthday cake
with fifty burning
candles being conspicuous in the
table decorations.
March 22.
‘Une Amie.”

I

continually experimenting
—always striving to make WILLIAM
just

HI whlll.
The ladies in Boston who are on
the committee for the August sale of
the Bluehill Congregational society,
gave a silver tea, February 21. at
Mrs. William P. Clough’s, May Ober
assisting. The snow was deep and
drifts high, but the following were
brave
Mrs.
and
came:
George
Clough. Mrs. Stover. Mrs. Giddings.
Mrs. Sawyer. Mrs. Darling. Mrs. LinMrs.
Mrs.
coln,
King.
Adams,
Blanche Osgood. Mrs. Will Clough
and Miss Ober.
They had a fine
time and took from their silver box
Mrs. Emma King ipvited them
$14.
to her home. Hunnewell Chambers.
Newton. March IS.
It was a glorious day, warm and sunny, and they
had lots of fun, as Mrs. King let the
tape-measure drop below the waist
line, as each lady was obliged to give
her waist measure in pennies for
their church benefit.
The following
were present.
Mrs. Giddings. Mrs.
William P. Clough, Mrs. Fred Ober.
Mrs.
Mrs. George
Sweet,
Clough.
Mrs. Bacon. Mrs. Stover. Mrs. Darling. Mrs. Fredericks. Mrs. Lincoln.
Mrs.
Willis Giddings.
Mrs. Howe.
Miss Sweet. Mrs.
King and Miss
Ober.
Money received. $10.

-o-
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refinements

always the most politic.

One line of this recipe was omitted
last week, and it is therefore re-

FLOUR

new

closely

heartily.

came she with an axe of gold.
'ure gold, the helve, the head,
Is this the axe you lost?” she said.
Oh no. no, no,” the man replied
This iR not my old axe.” and sighed.
This is of very different ore,
Vnd worth no doubt a great deal more.
Vnd much more brightly does it shine
3ut ’tis not mine—no ’tis not mine."
Indeed!" said she. "well, let this lie
>Vith that one and once more I’ll try."
5he sank; she rose above the tide.
Aye that is my axe!” Woodman cried
Vs soon as she could show it.
I know it is.” said she. “I know it.

William Tell
Some changes

most

~p

■<

volving

truth

Amy,' welcome to the column.
We are certainly under great obligation to "Vashti" to whom 1 sent a
note asking her to copy the poem,
and Bhe promptly responded to the
request, for which 1 thank her most

al ways been known as a
but today trade says the best of all

We

to

Ihe held up before Woodman's eyes
Vnd with a smile and courtesy.
Is this the axe you lost?” said she.
Oh no!" said he and shook his head.
Well then,” the smiling naiad said
Here on the bank let this remain.
Vnd I’ll go down and try again.”
!he sank; and instantly behold.

<s

you tried it

me

shiver.
My axe, ah! sadly shall I rue it,
If some one will not help me to it.
Can you not now. my dear good maid.
Go down and get the axe I had?”
“I’ll see.” replied the maiden fair.
She sunk; she rose; and high in air
Held up an axe of purest gold.

•<

HAVE

moan.

“Alas! alas! my axe is lost!
An axe I valued as a brother!

on

At last

your stomach's SAKf)
Instantly relieves Heartburn. Bloated Gassy
Feeling. Stops indigestion, food souring:, ro
pea ting,

strokes
its trunk with force they fell.
•••••»

As

That Mr. Woodman had been chopping
He cut away awhile, then stopped
And looking round, his axe he dropped

sunk
AMY.

the

ping

Anodyne

Yours with love,

Mon

rave
His last look at the closing wave
Then homeward turned.
His neighboi
Cheatim
Chanced, e’er he reached his home tc
meet him.
And having seer, the precious load,
And learned by whom it was bestowed
He thought he'd go and lose his axe.
So following in his neighbor’s tracks.
He reached the tree without once stop-

Get
Well—

MOTTO:—HELPFUL AND HOPEFUL.

stomach,

after meals, dissolved

_

BENEFIT COLUMN.
by “Aunt Madge.”

&

WHITNEY

-o-

Subscribe for the
Ellsworth American

Sleep ?
^Does

a

dry cough keep

you

awake?

Kemp’s Balsam

Will stop the tickle that makes
you cough.
r

/_

GUARANTEED

FATS FOR ENERGY
It’s all

that many
children have a dislike for
animal fats, yet the same
children will readily take and
too true

relish

scorn
EMULSION

This choice is instinctive and
is linked up with the fact
that Scott’s is assimilated
when other forms of fat are a
disturbing element. Give
your boy and girl plenty of
energizing and warmthimparting Scott’s Emulsion.
It will build them up!
iffCvA
•rjii
VTif
J\ If*

The Norwegian cod-liver oil used
ir. Scott’* FmuUioa is super-refined
in our oun irterinn laboratories.
Its purity anti quality is unsurpassed.
gcaU&Hcwn-.Jaiomllt.C.Jv’.J. lSr-33

Prospect Harbor.
Elizabeth Coombs has rehome
from
turned
Gouldsboro,
where she has been visiting her sister. Mrs. R. D. Guilt ill.
The library had Its opening Monday afternoon, March 8, postponed
from Saturday on account of the
Edwin C. Cole is one of the
storm.
executive committee whom the correspondent neglected to mention in
the report of the meeting.
Mr. and Mrs. Rupert N. Blance
were guests of their aunts, Mrs. L.
P. Cole anti Mrs. D. G. Libby, reMrs.

Cartlnef8

for

be,°re thelr de,)arture

Many people here

l!riT

«arCh

1

cvci

»
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“The
Loaf.” was given two nights last
«eek With great success.
It was a
emperance drama, given
by local
talent for the brnefit of the
Methodist society.
Friday night, by retheir play in
prese.nted
W inter Harbor,
also with success.
March 22.
c

Ashville.

fl„T,:e parent?

of Ashville are gratetul to the citizens
of Sullivan for
voting at town meeting to have
two
schools at Brldgham Hill
Mr and Mrs. Curtis
Leighton have
gone to Bar Harbor.
The creamery has been
purchased
oy c. G. Small.
Mr and Mrs. Harvard Bean
have
moved to West
Gouldsboro, where

they

housekeeping over Fred
Ashe's store.
Mr. Bean has employment on the Bradley farm.
March 15.
“Phoebe.”
are

Miss Bertha Havey of West
Sulliis visiting her
aunt, Mrs. Jessie
Bragdon.
Capt. E. E. Bragdon will leave in
about ten days for Machias to
go as
van

cook on a vessel bound for St.
John,
N. B. and Ireland.
Mrs. Linwood Martin was called
to Belfast by the serious
illness of
her mother, Mrs. Rogers.
Mr. and Mrs. Curtis Leighton are
receiving congratulations on the
birth of a daughter, Jaclin Helen, at
the Bar Harbor hospital on March 19
March 22.
“Phoebe."
■o-

Subscribe for The American
?1 f»0 Per Year

iimiuuuc-

Inr the marriage of Leroy B. Hutchings and Miss Zoe Richards of Boston on March 4.
Mr. Hutchings has
many relatives and friends in this
who
extend
vicinity,
congratulations.
Mr. and Mrs. William Seavey. jr.,
have returned from a visit In Mil-

W'OM\\

SICK TWO VK.iHS TRLLS
HOW SHE (JOT WELL.

Mi«s G. I. Baird of 30 Glenville
ave..
V1 1st.- n
class.. -A-rites: "l have
Sjok
almost two years, had four doctors
with litt)*’ or no relief.
I was growing
Uiln ,-vi-ry .lay. went from I:1S to 111
I ..as ao flis.ouraKfil I ilt.in't know
vhai to do.
One night. about three
ks ago.
I picked ur> a paper and
True's
yourDr
Elixir.
Family
nxntive and Worm Kxpeller adveri
marie
up
I
my mind
had
worms
and the next day I bought a
v,nir'!i bottle of Dr. True's Elixir.
I
w .s
surprised at the result. Stomach
or r.s some a
finger Ions-, so much
•• ir e
that looked as though it was
.>:.u the skin of worms.
The day be*or.- I took I>r. True’s Elixir I
thought
*
o;1,d s-.ovpd v t h the era .vling in my
■om *eh.
I feel like a new person, all
"V friends say I look so much better.
wouldn't have believed anyone could
so trim h
better in such a short
1
«an’t
give
your
medicine
raise enough."
Signs of worms:
Offensive breath,
s'vol!en upper lip. sour stomach, deranged stomach,
occasional gripings
•d prtliya about the navel, pale face of
len
tint,
eyes
heavy and dull,
witching eyelids, itching of the nose.
hing of the rectum, short, dry cough.
i'-dlng of the teeth, red oolnts on the
gm*.
starting during sleep,
slow
Dr. True’* Elixir. The Family
axntive and Worm Expeller. is sold
by A EL DEALERS.

bridge.
Richard Shaw, a student of Higgins classical Institute, is home for
tlie Easter vacation.
His mother.
Mr.-. Frank Shaw, accompanied him
from Hancock, where she has spent
the winter with her daughter. Mrs.
Allison Colwell.
Baskahegan tribe of Red Men had
a public installation Thursday
night.
This order is fortunate In having
its
among
members, numbers of
young men who are mustcal, and
their orchestra was a drawing card.
Ii furnished music for the floor work
during the ceremony and entertained
th> guests after it with both Instrumental and vocal numbers.
Both
rooms in the hail were thrown
open
to the guests, and games and
dancing
were

enjoyed.

March 15.

saddened

C.

Mr. and Mrs. James Hill of West
Gouidsboro were guests of relatives
here recently.
The W. F. Bruce's entertained a
dinner party Saturday night for the

’ubscribe for the
Ellsworth American
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When
married

Take the Bay Stater on a prospecting
tripthrough the house from cellar to attic.
Dig out the old discarded things and see
what miracles he can work.
You’ll b«
surprised what an improvement will

few applications of

Bay State Liquid Paints
And there is

a Bay State product for
painting job. Paints, stains, enamels and varnishes. New England made,
and the highest quality you can get.

every

I NOROUT, the All-Round Varniah
Varnish indoors or out from the same can.
1 NOROUT has stood the most trying tests snd
never turned a
shade paler. Boiling water,
rain, snow, iCe or wind don’t affect INOROUT.
It has proven itself the finest varnish one can

Try it.

WADSWORTH, HOWLAND & C0„ Inc.
Boston, Mass.

Largest Paint and Varnish Makars in Nrw England

1
j

Pullet*,
^uckbourd Co.,

"• Tabliutt
E.

Eawler,
Turner,

M.

bur Inorout Varnish and

Richardson,
Cherry,

Bar Stats Paint from

Bllewortfa A. C. Female!,
T. J. Hinckley,
Daniel McKay,
Alfred Joyce,

Bar Harbor
& Son,
Bar Harbor
Southwest Harbor
Northeast Harbor

hunt,
*

css

West Treniont

McKinley
East port

J. W. Paris,
Smith Bros.,
It. M. Buckminister,
F.

H.

Harding:,

Louise Johnson
entertained the Busy Bee pleasantly
club last
Tuesday evening.
Mrs. Maud King and
daughters
Kleanor and Edna have
spent a week
on
Baker s island, where Mr.
King
B
Is

Mt. Desert
Bluehill

Surry
Brook I in

Sedgwick
Stnlgwick
Sedgw ick
Sargent ville

|Nct Contents 15 Fluid

only daughter Lucille
Myron Bradley and went

S*

{jjEEEES^

r,loJ°h"

»

21*

ALCOHOL-3 PER CENT.

tindtbeSioniadisiwdtfcm^kj
CHIl»»j_^
| Thereby Promoting Digestion
5 Cheerfulness and RestContaue
nor
5 neither
Opium, Morphine
Mineral. Not NARCOTIC

"c

are

E. Babson. has gone to Bel-

Capt. J. W. Roper, wife and
daughter Laura, who have been in
the South, have arrived home, accompanied by a friend.
Miss Coral Firth of North Sedgwick is visiting Miss Hazel Carter.
Floyd D. Black has established a
furniture shop at Walker’s Corner.
Miss Gladys B. Closson, who has
been visiting in South Brooksville,
is home.

As

are a

Myron was delighted to give up their
and
come
to
apartment
live
at
"home.” The old house was to he onened up in Its original cheery homellkeness ami he was to contribute a -.s. .j
amount for sustaining It. A program
was mapped
out where Mrs. Clayton
was to be the directing force, und the
happy husband und u .it- settled doo n
into their new career "under mother's
.fond protecting wing."
Within six months Lucille had been
trained into the cleverest of housekeepers, and Myron had retrieved the
extravagance of the past under the
skilful guidance and co-operation of
“mother."
They were all seated In the porch
one
Saturday afternoon when the
postman brought n letter containing
the circular of some down town store.
Lucille received It and passed It to
her husband.
“Ahem! You honor me,” lie smiled
Jocularly. “Here, mother, that Is meant
for you." and Mrs. Clayton Hushed at
the compliment conveyed by the ten
der, for the address read:
“To the head of the house."
“And long may she wave!"
prc
nouuced the enthusiastic Myron.

YOU

Senna

fioeheU* Salt*
Anise Seed-

htrm Seed

Canned Sugar
Jtintrryrrrn nanr

AMpMRen'edyfcr

Constipation and Diarrhoea
and

and Feverishness
loss of Sleep
resitUin <j thercfrom^nli"^

facsimile

Sijnatnrerf

aLs0Mx&

•

GoOT*®6The CrKTAim
TfRW

YORgtt

e?:

In
Use
For Over
Thirl*-? Years

CASTIRIA

5?r

Exact Copy of Wrapper.

THE CENTAUR COMPANY. NEW YORK CITY.

Miss
Christena
Gray of South
Brooksville. who has been working
at Eugene Black’s is home.
March 15.
O.

Tremont.
The
social
at
the
Community
building Wednesday night was well
attended.
All report a good time.
Miss Iteta Farley spent the weekend at Manset.

Mr. and Mrs. Prank Lowrie have
returned from Sorrento.
Miss
Vivienne
has
Havey
returned home from a visit of five
weeks in Boston and at Mt. Desert

Ferry.
Miss Margaret Higgins, who has
been employed in Bangor, is home.
March 15.
H.

Butter

Paper

A son was born to Mr. and Mrs.
Charles Hamblen March 11.
March 15.
K.
-o-

Isn’t It the Truth?
Nobody wants to hear of your hard
luck, and few, envy being a common
trait, care to hear of your success.—
Boston Transcript.

Printed At

The American Office
st quality Bed Lion water-proof and
grease-proof vegetable parchment paper, printed with especially made butter
paper ink to comply
" ul> new law.
There is cheaper paper on the
Done better.

market;

Price,

including paper and special printing:
500 sheets pound size, $2.25 ; naif-pound size, $2.00
“
•“
“
“
1000
3.50;
3.00

you

foot high—

you will

never

of

'Pumpkin S**t

sure as

Dotn

Signature

tspeafOUDcSif,
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Brooksville.
Capt. Foss, who has been working

tllG

pftflTS

iNJrANIS.

h™lrS'

for E.
fast.

For Inj&ntft and Children.

As
j AVcgef able Preparations
Reguto-a
similalinsjthcFood byRcgulasimilatingtheFood

u

j

you

CASTORIA
Mothers Know That
Genuine Castoria

'KXX’S «. dX

away to live In u rented apartment,
”""
her mother closed up every room in
the house except two on the ground
°laen- formerly of Norway,
floor. It was an old, but pretty place, died Wednesday, March
10, at the
of
but it became lonely and gloomy dis- home
Thomas Peterson. Mr
possessed of the bright, vivacious girl Olsen Who was single, had been in
who had made it home, indeed. Be- poor health nearly a year, and lived
|
of the
sides that, a thrifty, economical worn- ;
.time. When he
Ii. and Mrs. Peterson
received and
an. with
keen business sense,
Mrs. ! became
too ill to care for
himself,
Cluyton reckoned on fuel and general ! cared for him. in
their home.
He
labor saving, besides having a definite was about
;
fifty-two years of age The
purpose In view in behalf of the young funeral took place
Friday, Rev. C. D
adventurers on the sea of matrimony. I McKenzie officiating.
Interment was
The marriage of the twain seemed ! in Mount Height cemetery.
C‘,nners
ideal. They were deeply in love mutuan(l daughter Leah
returned
from
ally. Lucille was patient and devoted, have
Vinalhaven
haVe
spent the winter]
Myron had never paid attention to any
hey
plan
to visit in Vermont
other girl. They seemed absorbed each
soon.
March 15.
“Lilac.”
in the other and no token of a cloud
othreatened the fair sky of love.
Seawall.
The path of Mrs. Clayton had not
Miss Iva Walls and
mother ol
been one of roses in holding on to her Southwest
Harbor spent a few dav
little home and bringing up and edu- recently with Mrs.
R. E. Newman
cating her daughter. Her husband had
Misses Ward and Brown, who have
died when Lucille was only eight years been at home for ten days’
vacation
have returned to Mt.
of age, leaving little except encum
Desert
School opened Tuesday, after
bered
His
widow
had
a tei
property.
days vacation. Miss Bridges
thought nnd worked hard to get rid of her
spen
vacation in town, as it was im
Indebtedness and acquire a little surpossible for her to reach her
horn,
plus. She was sure of two material
n Brooklin on
account of bad travel
points when Myron Bradley wedded ing.
Lucille. These were that she had trainMarch 14.
TED
ed her daughter to full obedience, to
Mrs.
her
Alton Newman, who Is in
accept
counsel, and that Myron
really liked her. Tike policy adopted very poor health, has been moved to
the
home
of Genie Newman for
the
wise mother was to win and
by
better care.
bold the love and respect of her son
Cards have been received
in-law. She realized that, lonely as
announcing the marriage of William
Moore
she was, denied the constant company
of West Medford,
Mass.,
and
Alice
of her only child, she must not
betray, White.
Mr. Moore is well known in
her sentiments nor infringe upon the Hancock
county as salesman
for
new relationship.
Stlckney & Poor of Boston.
Wallace Kent of Egg Rock
light is
his
herself from the life and straggles, with
grandmother,
Frances
the lips and downs of the newly wed- Moore, and attending school.
March 22.
T. E. D.
ded couple. She visited them only once
--oa week. She preached to Lucille fond
Bluehill Falls.
attention to Myron on all occasions
Mrs. Angie Candage is visiting her
and treated her son-in-law as If she
sister. Mrs. Lulie Candage, at South
trusted him Implicitly. Experienced and Bluehill,
Mrs.
observing person that she was, she
Florence
Five
of
North
secretly followed the course of the Brooklin spent the week-end with
marital life those two led, but never her parents, Mr. and Mrs. A. T.
mingled in it or criticised or advised. Conary.
March 15.
All the time, however, she was
"Crumbs.”
placing
a secure foundation to be
prepared to
Miss Mary Leighton is visiting
win them more fully and assist them
Mrs. R. O. Chatto.
when the hour of need arrived. PaLester Conary in walking to Bluetiently and Intelligently she awaited hill on the ice recently broke
that Juncture, and was not surprised through near Sand
island, but preswhen one day Myron came to her with ence of mind a'nd nimbleness saved
a serious face.
him.
She welcomed him.
March 22.
'Crumbs.”
"I’ve come to see
about Lucille
and myself, mother," said Myron. “She
Is the dearest little wife that ever
lived, and I love her more and more
every day of my life."
“That Is as it should he," encouraged Mrs. Clayton, "and with that for
the basis you cannot fall to gain happiness and peace."

DracKn

light-keeper.

her

extravagant,
confessed Myron desperately. "Come
to reckon up. we find that we
have
lived way beyond our means and are
in a sort of tangle. Lucille does bet
1
rst In running the bouse and I don’t
waste any money outside of borne expenses, but somehow we have been
getting behind. In fact, there Is—there
is a deficit. In a word—come and
help
us get on the right basis."
Mrs. Clayton was too diplomatic to
assent to the lirst impulsive notions
of her son-in-law. Dearly as she would
love to lie with these. Iter children,
she realized that it would be, at the
best, an experiment. Myron got down
to details and Mrs. Clayton grasped
them in their full practical sense. liefore he
left she had solved the
problem, not offering the suggestion
hut leading him to the only point she
would consider as partaking In the:r
affairs,

Put the Old Things
Back in Service

You

keepers.

•"

«eu,

buy.

*f(au'ic®

F. PFEIFFER

mistakes. It would be different If we
had you right at hand to decide for
us knotty questions ns
they come up.
Honestly, mother, I get homesick and
lonesome for you. Can’t you arrange
to come and stay with us permanently? Lucille will he happier, and 1
would feel as if there was a stanch,
sensible pilot at the helm who would
steer us clear of the rocks we run
up
against every once in a while.”
"What are the rocks, Myron?” inquired Mrs. Clayton gently.

a

BeaI and family of
Seguln
light station spent a day here
last
week on their way to
Mt. Desert
Rock, where Mr. Beal is one of the

j

"Yes, hut, you see, we are young
and inexperienced
and
make many

be made by

Muii sot.

=+

THE HEAD OF
THE FAMILY

of Mrs. Fred
her homfi ^
Matn's have
visitors here
hearts by her

charming personality.
A dramatic
entertainment,
i-ast

cently.
V

were

to hear of the death
°n
6- at
Mch
The
been frequent summer
and Mrs. Main won all

—

■

like this Camel Turkish

got

such

cigarette-

contentment as Camels hand

Camels quality and expert
you.
blend of choice Turkish and choice
Domestic Tobaccos make this
guuuncss puibiuie—ana maKeyou

prefer this Camel blend to either^^tk
kind oftobacco smokedstraight!
Camels mellow-mildness is a
revelation! Smoke them with
freedom without tiring your taste!
They leave no unpleasant cigaretty aftertaste nor unpleasant
cigaretty odor f
Give Camels every test—then
compare them puff-for-puff with
any cigarette in the world!

Camels are sold everywhere
in scientifically sealed packages
of 20 cigarettes; or ten packages (200 cigarettes) in a glassine-paper-covered carton. We
strongly recommend this
for the home or office
or when you travel.

carton

supply

R.

J. REYNOLDS
TOBACCO CO.
Winaton-Salem, N. C.

(the <£llsujortl) American

HOLY CITY NOW FORGOTTEN

PCBI ISH8D

Established by Mormons on Island In
Lake Michigan, It Was of Considerable Importance.

EVERY WEDNESDAY AFTERNOON
ELLSWORH, MAINE
HANCOCK COUNTY

PUBLISHINGJOO.

W. H. Titcs. Editor and Manager.

SUBSCRIPTION PRICE.
Strictly in Advance)
Six months- .75
.38
Three months

One year.#1.50
Four months.50

...

Singrle Copies.06
DVERTISING RATES ON

APPLICATION.

Business communications should be adressed to, and all checks |and money orders
»ade payable to The Hancock Coci*ty Pob\ shing Co., Ellsworth, Maine.

WEDNESDAY. MARCH 24, 1»20
COUNTY GOSSIP.
Hancock county feels a personal
loss in the death of Rer. H. W. Norton. chaplain of the State prison at
Thomaston, a former Hancock counHe was a graduate of
ty man.
Bucksport seminary, and his first
at
He
was
Gouldsboro.
pastorate
elder of Bucksport
was presiding
district of the East Maine Confersix years, thus extending
ence for
his acquaintance and circle of friends
to every corner of Hancock county.
-o--

Swan's Island.
Mr. and Mrs. Adelbert Bridges have
returned from a visit in Somerville.
Mass.
The high school students arrived
from Rockland Thursday for two
weeks' vacation.
Among those coming were Carl Sprague, Harry Smith.
: lertice Joyce. Alice Joyce and Elmer
J oyee.
Mrs. Esther Knowlton and son
* hadbourne have been spending a
week with Mrs. Knowlton’s mother.
Mrs. Burns.
They returned home
Friday.
Maggie Sprague, who has been
ifuite ill of influenza, is slowly gainingabsence of several weeks beof grip.
Beulah Moulden. who has spent
her vacation at home, has returned
to Stonington high school.
After having run on a schedule of
three trips a week since last December. the Governor Bodwell has again
resumed her daily trips.
Monday was an ideal day for town
meeting, and many were in attendtnce.
Among the appropriations are
$2,500 for schools, $1,600 for town
expenses. $1*600 for roads. $600 for
State-aid road. $1,500 for poor. The
Advent church served dinner and
In the evening there was a
tupper.
dance.
after

an

cause

-o-

West Hancock.
Mr. and Mrs. Jesse Brown are able
to be out again, after an illness of
five weeks.
Grace and James Bridges are
home from Ellsworth high school for
two weeks.
Boyd Tracy and wife have gone to
Bar Harbor to visit Mrs. Tracy’s parents.

J. M. Milliken of Bar Harbor, Elbridge Milliken of Ellsworth and Mrs.
Minerva Rich ofEllsworth recently
visited their mother. Mrs. Mary S.
Milliken.
Gertrude
E.
Farnsworth
and
Blanche Bridges of Ellsworth are
‘.lending their school vacation with
Gertrude's grandmother. Mrs. David
Farnsworth.
E. W. Wooster and F. E. Milliken
teft Tuesday for Orono to attend the
farmers’ convention.
Herman Sinclair has returned to
New Haven. Conn., after two weeks
»t home.
March 22.
M. M. M.
oMount

uesero.

Mrs. Charles E. Bunker, who rerently spent several weeks at the
home of Mrs. F. A. Bunker, has returned to Lowell. Mass.
Allen Bros, have moved to their
-iraltry farm at Beech Hill, where
they are getting things in readiness
for the coming season.
Harry E. Gray has gone to Otter
Creek to teach.
Mrs. N. Irene Somes is at home
from Machias normal school for the
Easter recess.
Mrs. Jennie Hastings of Brewer is
expected this week to open the
Somes house and get it ready for the
summer months.
The many friends of Mrs. Caroline
H. Sonies are sorry to learn of her
f’.l health, and all hope that she will
soon
be better.
Mrs. Somes is in
: rewer, where she has spent the winter with her daughter. Mrs. J. A.

Lethieeq.
March 22.

“Smithy."

East I.amoint'.
Chester Boynton and
her
Forrest
West, visited their
brother,
tunt in Fairfield last week.
Mr. and Mrs. Arthur Ashmore were
tailed to Boston last week by the
death of Mrs. Ashmore’s brother.
Miss Annie Holden of Boston is
visiting her parents, Mr. and Mrs.
John Hoiden.
Leon Googins was home from BanMrs

tor over

Sunday.

William Deslsles is very poorly.
H. L. Smith, who met with an accident by falling into the mineral
spring, as reported in last week's issue, is able to be about, but is still
1-eling the effects of his experience.
March 22.
N.
CATARRH CAWJSOT BE Cl RED
with LOCAL APPLICATIONS, as they
«an not reach the seat of the disease.
Catarrh is a local disease, greatly Influenced by constitutional conditions,
and in order to cure it you must take
an
internal
remedy. Hall's Catarrh
-Medicine is taken internally and acts
through the blood on the mucous surfaces of the system.
Hall's Catarrh
Medicine was prescribed by one of the
.^est physicians in this country for
It is composed of some of the
tears.
f-est
tonics
known,
combined
with
some of the best blood purifiers.
The
perfect combination of the Ingredients
in Hall's Catarrh Medicine is what produces such wonderful results in cairrhal
conditions.
Send
for
testimonials. free.
I J CHENEY & CO.. Props.. Toledo. O.
Ail Druggists. 75c.
Hall’s PVmily Pills for constipation.

Evening Grosbeaks

Bluchill.
F. M. Veazie has moved his family

cott

to

use

tuaple

Twenty years on a reef in Mairellnn
straits has tn no way Incapacitated the
four-master Alejandrina. which has
just docked In New York with a cargo
of wool from Patagonia, valued at
For a score of years the
$1,500,000.
huge hulk of the vessel lay on a reef
at the southern point of South America. exposed to all the elements, but so
well constructed that, after a 92-day
voyage from the graveyard to New
York, examination In dry dock showed
her practically undamaged.
The tall
masts of the ship would not permit
her
to
under the Brooklyn
pass

Hull's i'ovp.
Charles Wilcomb is out again, after an illness of grip and pneumonia.
Mrs. Ethel Hamor. who has been
very ill of influenza and pneumonia,
is gaining slowly.
Mrs. Eflie Hinckley, who has spent
the winter at Sand Point, has moved
into her own house here. Miss Doris
Hinckley, who has been in Massachusetts during the winter, is at
home.
March 22.
“Anne."
East Surry.
Annie Treworgy. who has been
spending her vacation at home, has
returned to Springfield.
Percy Young, who is employed in
Boston, and Harvard Young, who is
attending the U. of ,M., are at home

bridge.
New in National Forest.

Congress

has set
apart 1,116.000
of land In Idaho known ns the
Thunder mountain region as a national forest land.
This great tract,
difficult of access and having not over
one per cent of its area suitable for
agriculture, has for years been the
scene of destructive fires and devastalion due to overgrazing.
It is now to
be added to the Payette National forest, which adjoins It on the south, and
west, and the Idaho National forest,
which adjoins It on the north and

for a short time.
Mildred Lord has returned home
from Milo, where she is teaching.
Earl Billings of North Penobscot
has been spending a few days at the
home of his cousin. Mrs. B. H. Stan-

acres

ley.
March

west.
1

22.

“Dalt.”

North Latuoine.
Mrs. DInsmore of Bangor has been
her
mother, Mrs. Edward
visiting
Maddox.
Friends of Mrs. Trim, who has
been employed here the past two
months, are sorry to learn of her accident since going to Ellsworth, and
hope it may not prove serious.
March 22.
Y.

Institution of Phonetics Planned
The University of London is planning to build an institution of phonet-oics at a cost of $000,000. where sevChina’s Grand Canal.
enty assistants would be engaged Id
The Grand canal of China is the
res^trch work on the 1.000 languages
of the British empire. The scheme, longest canal In the world. It reaches
which originated with Dauiel Jones, from Hangchow to Tientsin and covers
head of the phonetic department of the l a distance of 1.000 miles, crossing two
university, calls 'or the expenditure 1 of the world's largest rivers, the
Hwang and the Yangtze.
of *2.500.000.
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Bankrupt. ; herd's wharf:
road to the county road;
thence
Order of >oiler Thereon.
erly and westerly by the
District of Maine,
to a
fence
dividing
the
Then the evening grosbeaks apNorthern Division ss granted premises from
th
lund |n
On this 20th day of March A. D.
slon of the Widow Hopkins
peared. a large flock, say fifteen.
1920, on reading the foregoing petition.
by aald
easterly
There were several males, color, it
is—
of Joseph Mureh.
Jr
black heads, yellow bodies, and black
Ordered by the Court, that a hearing possession
by the land o. Joseph
upon the same on the 30th ( ro.id leading to Homey's Mureh
wings, with a pronounced white bill. be had
wharf th.*
of April A. D. 1920. before said j hy said road to the
day
place of
The females were a light grey, with Court at
District. ; containing ten acres, more
Bangor, in said
quite a bit of white on their wings. Northern Division, at ten o'clock in the eluding the barn thereonor
The evening grosbeaks weren’t quite forenoon; and that notice thereof be Being the same premises as
published in The Ellsworth American, forth In a deed from Charlea
as
tame as the
Jarvis
pine grosbeaks. a newspaper printed in said District. Sylvester
Lord, dated April i,
Both groups of birds fed together Northern Division, and that all known and recorded June 3. 1835.
in the V.i
creditors, and
other persons in interamicably, and it was a pretty sight, i est. may appear at the said time and latry of deeds for Hancock count* TV
page S99: also the same
These birds hardly uttered a note 1 place, and show cause, if any they vol. 59.
lacs a* are set forth in * deed
while feeding, but upon arising from have, why the prayer of said petitioner John A Ix>rH ami others, heirs
should not be granted.
said
Sylvester I^ord. to the said
the tree gave out a subdued whistle.
And it is further ordered by the
Lord, dated February 17. mi
Court, that tho clerk shall send by C.
-omail to ail known creditors copies of recorded in said registry, vol. 25"
said petition and this order, addressed 410. to which deed and record
Itayslde.
to them at their places of residence as reference is hereby made for a mor*
Dannie H. Murch is home from Milli- stated.
particular description of th.- premise,
nocket high school.
Excepting and r*
Witness,
the
Honorahle
Clarence! herein conveyed.
from
the
above
described
Mrs. Nell Sadler was called to Bar Hale. Judge oi the said Court, and the mtrxuig
seal thereof, at Bangor, in the North- premises two certain lot.s which have
Harbor by the illness of her sister, i ern Division of said
been
from
sold
the
sum*
to
*-i.
District, on the First Lot. A lot
conveyed from th*
Mrs. Arthur Grant.
20th day of March A. I>. 1920.
said Sylvester Lord to William \Y Ok*
ISABEL
SHEEHAN.
Mrs.
Elisabeth
Grant
of Nandated June 18. 1851. and recorded fn
<!■*• S.)
Deputy Clerk.
tucket. who has been with her sisSecond Lot
A true copy of petition and orderi vol. 139. page 271.
.\ l0*
conveyed from the said Syiwst-r i^rd
ter. Mrs. G. E. Closson. has returned thereon.
to Mary A.
Lord, dated May :i. igg*
Attest:
home.
and recorded in vol. 120. page 5*,i. each
ISABEL SHEEHAN.
of
above excepted and r««» rve'd lots
Foster Tinker of Somerville. Mass.. I
Deputy Clerk. is th«deecrlbed as containing on--fourth
is with his brother. E. B. Tinker.
VtTH K OF FOHE< I.Okt HE.
of an acre.
Being the same i-r-mts*s
Miss Virginia Plnkhara has re- !
'' hereas, T. F. Monaghan of Ells- ! convyed to the said
Harry <\ fjord'to
worth. Hancock county. Maine, by his
M Mender by deed dated F.-b. l
turned from Portland, where she
Neljie
mortgage deed dated Jan 15. 1S77. and
and recorded In said n-gistrv. vol
1905,
was called by the illness of Mrs. Guy
recorded In the Registry of Deeds for I 414. pare 604.
Also a certain lot or
Hancock county aforesaid, in volume
Thompson.
parcel of land situated In said Kibworth bounded and described i}. f0lto
Isaiah
George Day left this week for Nor- 1»7. pane 271. conveyed
of fjimolne In said county a n rKeg inning at a
j lows, to wit:
folk. Conn., to join the schooner Young
tain lot or parcel of land with ail I the southern side line of the road leadThomas Lawson.
but Id Ingra thereon standing and which
ing from the county road to shepIn said mortfranc was described as fol- I herds wharf, in the former division
March 22.
C. A. C.
lows: **A certain K t or parcel of land
line between laud of Jennie p. r.,x ;,?.d
situated
t'alvln Moore; theme in said division
in
Ellsworth
aforesaid
Aline south, three degrees west eight
hounded Northerly by land conveyed
FOR SALE.
by Barney Chester & Stephen Mona- rods; thence south eighty-ftv. d..gr**<
west
to Jos H. Cole and W F Un*‘
parallel to the lin.
said
five
thence nor?!
SEVERAL GOOD FARMS. A PAIR OF Feb. 14th. 1865 and recorded In Han- road, east,rods;
eight ro*l» to said
,.d lin*;
grees
team horses. 9 years obi. weight. 2700 cock Registcry Yc. 122 Page 4 39. Hasterly by Water Street. Southerly by 1 thence easterly In said line of th. road
A. C. Hagerthy.
pounds.
five rods to the
land of Geo. \V. Fiske & Westerly by
place of b-ginning,
HoT'SE ~ANr> STABLE
WATER flats ami line of 'and formerly owned containing forty square rods ami the
sam*
street, in good repair; half mile from
by Benj. Jordan, with all building* buildings thereon. Being if
premises conveyed to the s.»td N*-J!ie
thereon
postofllce. Good
orchard.
Will
sell
stand l rr?.
the
same
Being
cheap for cash. Inquire of Miss Helen premises conveyed by Monroe Young M M**ader by Jennie P. C<
dated March 22. 1905. and
d-d in
Cousins. Water St.. Ellsworth.
to Fiske A
Cole, by Deed recorded In
said registry, vol. 419. page t
And
Y'ol. 119. P 483, ami then
SMALL FARM pt EASANV LOCATION
by Fiske his whereas the said Klneo Tru
interest
to
t
Cole
see
Vol.
11!*,
Paine 499. party, by Its deed of asaigr.*m
two miles from city, good pastor-- ami
or. ted
& then Cole one half to W. F Lane **-e
woodlands, two wells on lot and boil.’« l»ruary 10.
1920.
ai d
ri'd in
Vol. 122. Page 441
then 4 by Cole to
ing spring in pasture: also tv-o horses
fk r.j't.
Macomher Vol. 123. Pagt»23«. & \V. F. j Hancock registry of deeds,
sleds, wagons, sleighs and harness; at
*1
to
me.
th* c.nder513.
assign*
page
Unc to Macomb* r Vol. 125. Page 300;*'
reasonable prices.
tt
J.
W. and
Apply
debt
signed, said mortgage d- 1
whereas said Isaiah Y'oung th« reCousins. Ellsworth. Me.
t. title
thereby secured, and all its r:
afterward died t. state, and whereas
said mortgage and the note, debt and 1 and Interest In the premise
th*
described under and bv \ir
claim thereby secured and all right
[jOST.
and whereas the condition of
title and interest of the executors in j
io*
said mortgage has been br«kand to the real estate described In said j
breach of
SXOWSHOES-BETWEEN' McK IV1.EY mortgage was assigned to the under- therefore, by reason ofI the
claim
forethe condition thereof
and Ellsworth.
If finder will return signed Geo. S.
Ober by
Rachel
M j closure of said mortgage
to Wm. P. Frye*. Harrington. Me., a reHodgkins and Rufus Hodgklns.executors
M
DANA
DANFiUtTli
ward of $3 will be paid.
of the will of said Isaiah Young by inMarch 2. 1920.
BANK BOOK NO. 3205 OF THE SAV- { strument dated the first day of March
ings department of Union Trust Com- 1920. and recorded in the Registry of
County of Hancock at*
Finder will please ! Deeds for said Hancock county in volpany of Ellsworth.
ume &52. page 46; and whereas the conKUsworth Municipal »*• urt.
return to Union Trust Company. EIIbdition
March term. A !' l-42'\
of
said
has
been
mortgage
In the following entitled action now
nsr a
Now. therefore, by reason of the pending in said court, the sarn*lien action for unpaid uxm for the
breach of the condition thereof. 1 claim
FEMALE HELP WANTED.
scribed
d*
1919.
on
the
following
a
>v.ir
foreclosure of said mortgage and
real estate situat'd in I.nmotn- in the
give this notice for that purpose.
?n
county of Hancock. State oi M
GEORGE 8. OBER.
writ:
Ellsworth. Me.. Mar. 18. 1920.
olK
t:
K.
M
Docket No. 9503.
ruin
help needed daily year around.
STATE OF MAINE.
lector vs. Martin H. Young an !
All kinds of hotel work for tirst-cUn*.
HANCOCK »s.
land described in said writ a* t-Miows.
reliable hotels in Maine. at*o the leading
At a Probate Court held at Ellsworth
to wit:
summer hotels and camps during the season.
in and for said County of Hancock, on
nrth by
1st l»ot.
Rounded on the
Those wishing to secure reliable hotel posithe
second day
of
March,
in
W. Graves, east by town
the
land of .1
tions should always call or write to the
w.
year of our Lord one thousand
of Gcori;*
land
nine
road,
south
hy
Mai.vr Hotkl Aoknct. new quarters. 4? Main
hundred and twenty.
west
Graves. and
hy land of J "•
street.
Established 38 years. We know the
A certain instrument purporting to ! Graves, containing one acre
hotels ana proprietors personally. Fares paid
be a copy of the last will and testa2d I^ot.
Bounded on the north and
to any point from Bangor.
ment of Horace B. Horne, late of .Mil\Y Graves, nr, the
south by land of J
ton. in the County of Norfolk, and
east by land of Jerusha Norton. <>n the
gain"CAN YOU BRAID YOUR HAIR?”
west by land of A. C. Graves
IF Commonwealth of Massachusetts, deceased. and of the probate thereof in
so. you can obtain pleasant, easy and
ing seventeen and one-half acres.
well-paid work making braided rugs said Commonwealth of Massachusetts, Taxed to Martin H. Young
for us right in your own home.
It is ordered that notice of the above
When duly authenticated, having been prewriting for further particulars, send sented to the judge of probate for our entitled action be given to all persons
a small sample mat to show the
qualilv said County of Hancock for the pur- interested in the real estate *t»<vvr
of braiding and sewing you are capable pose of being allowed, filed and redescribed by publishing a copy of this
of doing.
Pinkham Associates, Inc.. corded in the probate court of our said
order attested by T. F. Mahoney re309 Anderson St.. Portland. Maine.
County of Hancock and for letters corder. for two week* SUCCeH9i\el>* »n
testamentary to issue to Octavia (f. the Ellsworth American, the las? p-.iMi1
;,'re
MEN OR WOMEN TO TAKE ORDERS Horne, the executrix named in said
catlon to he seven days at least
4‘
!
bond
without
the first Tuesday of April. A
among friends and neighbors for the will, she first giving
sureties.
genuine guaranteed hosiery, full lines
that all persons interested in san.
if tney
ORDERED.
That
notice
suit
for men. women and children.
thereof
be
said
in
estate
may
appear
Elimigiven to all persons interested therenates darning.
We pay 50c. an hour
Bee lit.
in by publishing a copy of this orfor spare time or $24 for full time. ExHAUHY I.. CKABTKFI*.
der three weeks successively in The
perience unnecessary.
Write.
Judge of Ellsworth Mun. c «*urt.
InterEllsworth
American.
a
national Stocking Mill, Norristown. Pa.
newspaper
Dated March 2. 1920.
at Ellsworth, in said County of
A true copy.
lancock, prior to the sixth day of
Attest.
T. F. MAHON hi
April. A. D. 1&20. that they may appear
Recorder
ITKHU>s CVfll \I.TY CONPWY.
at a Probate Court then to be held at
KEEXE, NEW HA.MI»SHIUK.
Ellsworth, in and for said County of
HTATK OF MAINK.
ASSETS DEC. 31. 1919
Hancock, at ten o’clock in the fore*»
County of Hancock
Mcrtgag
$15 650 00
and show cause, if any they
noon.
Kllsworth Municipal Court.
Stocks and bonds.
1-12.853.1 8 have, against the same.
March term. A 1'
Cash in office and bank.
7.742.10
BERTRAND E. CLARK,
In the following entitled action no
H
Asent
balance.
ng ■
2.375.51
of Probate. pending in said court, the sanvJudge
Interest and rents.
A true copy.
1.351.51
lien action for unpaid tax* * >"r l%
All other assets.
d'
8.171.32
Attest:
ROBERT P. KING.
year 1919. on the follow ing
s'r.T!
th*
real estate situated in I^ttnoin* in
dross assets.
1178 143.62
county of Hancock. Stale of Ma
Deduct items not admitted.
3 074.93
wit:
HANCOCK 68.
*n'
Admitted assets.
$175,068 69
At a probate* court held at Ellsworth lector vs. Heirs of Alfred R Sm
LIABILITIES DEC. 31. 1919
in and for saiu County of Hancock on rerl:i»n land described In said " r:i
Net unpaid losses.
$13 484.25 the Hccond day of March, in the year
follows, to wit:
„_d
*
,,T
I’nearned premiums.
of our Lord one thousand nine hundred
8.244.40
1st Ix>t.
Bounded on the
d
All other liabilities.
and twenty.
5.113.60
east
by land of 13. T
1
Cash capital.
A
certain
b>
1 no 000.00
Charles
the
south
instrument
Welch, on
purporting
rov
all liabilities.
to
be
Surplus
a
of
the
48.226.44
copy
last
will Cove, and west by land of heirs
and testament of John B. Lennig late
Smith, containing ten acres.
Total liabilities and surplus.
in
,h*
2d i-ot.
Wood lot containing■•ir"
County of
state of Pvnnsvlacres, bounded on the north by
1175.066.69 Philadelphia, and
J. A. ( I NMNtiHAM, Aural.
vania. deceased. and of the prohau
Montgomery Kelley, east by
thereof
in
said State of Pennsylvania
Kilitworlh, Mr.
Spring lot. south by town road
duly authenticated, having been pre- wen by land of heirs
"i n
KHOnH IS1.AM1 1A*. < o.
sented to the judge of probate for our
Smith.
Taxed to heirs of Alfred
ASSETS DEC. 31. 1919.
said County of Hancock for the
Smith.
purStocks and bonds.
1 ,-ve
$2,167,028.34 pose of being allowed. Bled and reIt is ordered that notice of the
Cash in office and bank.
266.298.99
corded in the probate court of our entitled action be given to »'•
Ve
a
Agent's balance.
410.625.83 said County of Hancock.
estate
interested in
the real
All other assets.
f this
35,157.43
Ordered. That
notice
thereof
be described by publishing a **oP>
given to all persons Interested therein, order attested by T. K
Mahot.e
Gross assets.
12.879,110.59
hy
puhlishing a copy of this order eorder. for two weeks successive^
Deduct items not admitted.
three weeks successively in the Ells112.935.34
the Ellsworth American, the last
worth American, a newspaper printed cation to be seven days at least 1 * ,ft
Admitted assets.
$2,766,175.25 at Ellsworth. In said County of Han- the first Tuesday of April. A *
_" «
cock prior to the sixth day of
LIABILITIES DEC. 31. 1919.
that all persons interested in
April
Net unpaid losses.
o.
1920.
$ 165.834.67
that
they may appear estate may appear In Said suit it
Unearned premiums.
1,278.020.60
S,1* Probate Court then to be held at see fit.
ri_nPP
All other liabilities.
Llisworth, In and for said County of
200.506.52
HARRY U CRABTREE.
lour.
Cash capital.
Hancock at ten o’clock in the fore600.000.00
JudK" of Ellsworth Mun.
noon. and show cause. If any they
Surplus over all liabilities
521.813.46
Dated March 2. 1920.
have, against the same.
A true copy.
Total liabilities and surplus.
BERTRAND E. CLARK.
T. F.
Attwt:
Judge of Probate.
$2,766,175.25
A
true
JAMES K. MORTELL, Agent.
copy.
Attest:
ROBERT P. KING.
Hlueblll. Me.
SOTICE OF KORKCEOSERE. rth.
Whereas James Crindle of KU«
_t.
Hancock county, Maine, by *!‘s
reCOMMISSION KRK' NOTICE.
PAUPER NOTICE,
i?age deed, dated June 4th. 191®.
n *
•orded in the Hancock County
HAVING CONTRACTED WITH THE
OF MAINE.
a
bs
city of Ellsworth to support and care
Lry of Deeds, book 541. P*Se
March 18. 1920.
we. the undersigned, having been
for those who may need assistance
reyed to me. the undersigned, a in
years beginning Jan. 1, duly appointed by the Honorable Bertparcel of real estate situated
nd
rand E. Clark, judge of probate within
1920. and are legal residents of Ellsworth, in the county of Haucoc
worth.
I forbid all persona trusting anti for said County, commissioners to
mounded and described as *o1*®*: With
them on my account, as there is plenty
receive and decide upon the claims of
A certain lot or parcel or lan
of room and accommodations to care the creditors of Thomas Sabine,
ill the buildings thereon
late of
for them at the City Farm house.
Bucksport. In said county, deceased,
Liated in said Ellsworth, and des
g
whose estate has been
M. R. CARLISLE.
is follows: Being on the road
represented inanj
solvent.
Buckspt
to
hereby give public notice from
Ellsworth
an
agreeably to the order of the said Known as the J. U Gray farm
PROFESSIONAL CARDS.
gald
Judge of probate, that six months from mg the same lot conveyed
and after February 3. A. I). 1920. have
Jrlndle by Clara 1. Carter bjftiee« of
ALICE H. SCOTT,
been allowed to said creditors to
•orded in Hancock County
present and Prove their claims,
more p
iw«
">eeds.
which reier
refer for
»eeas. to wnicn
and that
Specialty made of
we will attend to
ar description.
the duty assigned
Df said
TYPEWRITING,
ACCOUNTING AND us at the office of Wiley C. Conary. at
condition
And whereas the
hert.
no
Bucksport. in said county, on the third
GENERAL CLERICAL WORK
nortgage has been broken,
the
l>anti on the
ore.
_ure
by reason of the breach
Agent Union Safe Deposit & Trust Co, first day of July, A 1!*20for*
a
D. 1920. at two
ondition thereof. I claim
of Portland, foe furnishing Probate
*
f said mortgage.
afternoon of each of said
and Surety Bonds.
d„y of
Agent Oliver TypeDated at Ellsworth this 20th
writer.
Typewriter supplies.
E. 1- WARREN.
ilarch. 1920.
No. 1 School St.. Ellsworth. Me.
CHARLES A. AREY.
WILLIAM I.

Luh*
h«?eJSJ

begins,!?

sltuatlS'
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Hinckley.

|

1

th.„;n

of the
movingpicture company have closed a con- 1
tract with the Universal Film Co. for
mid-week
service
beginning with
the first Thursday in June.
The
Once-in-a-While
club
will
meet on Thursday of this week at the
Bluehill house, with Mesdames Della
and May Hinckley and Miss Lena

Irvin N. Bowden died at the Eastthat “for a great
crn
Maine general hospital March
many hundred private families in New
15. following an operation. The
fork and Pennsylvania have supplied
funeral was held at the home here
themselves plentifully with this sugar March IS. Rev. It. M. Trafton officiMr. Bowden was forty-nine
during the whole year.”
ating.
He was trained in
years of age.
The year before that the United
States had bought over 17,500.000 hospital nursing, and his services in
cases of serious illness were in great
pounds of brown sugar, and more than demand. He was a
member
of
700.000 pounds of other varieties from i Damocles
lodge. K. of P.. of Brockthe West Indies.
Seven years after
j ton. Mass., and had served on the
Doctor Rush made his appeal the
hoard of health of this town for
to
brown sugar Importation amounted
He leaves a father,
many years.
nearly 67.000,000 pounds, and the loaf Nathaniel Bowden, a widow, two
sons
and
two
At
daughters. Harold. Edsugar exceeded 20,500,000 pounds.
ward. Alice and Linnet; also three
that time somebody in Philadelphia
brothers
and
one sister;
Frank of
succeeded in obtaining sugar from waPortland, Charles of Bluehill. Harry
termelons, getting half a pint of simp
of Brockton. Mass., and Mrs. C. E.
by gradually boiling the strained pulp Sanborn of Penobscot.
and juice of a melon that weighed 11
March 22.
S.
pounds. This led J. B. Bordley, an agricultural writer, to compute in a book
Otis.
There is much praise due on rural
published in 1801 that an acre of watermelons would yield $143 worth of routes for the carriers, but Charles
Garland, on this route from Ellssirup.
worth Falls, covering some twentyeight miles daily, has earned the
Anti-Aircraft Fire Control.
The
brightest of the gold medals.
The army officer assigned to the mail, for weeks after the dreadful
anti-aircraft artillery has hitherto been storms, was the only outlet, in some
regarded by his comrades of the line instances, for maintenance, and It
w-ill go into history, accompanied by
as a mathematical prodigy, with head
of the winfull of figures, formulas, and mystic striking memory pictures
ter
of 1919-1920. that "Charlie”
symbols. Now appears a mechanical never failed, when possible, to make
apparatus prepared to do most of his his trip.
calculating for him, says the Popular
Rufus Webb, whose headquarters
Mechanics magazine in an illustrated are in Boston, is spending a few
article.
Over a terrain board hangs days with his parents. James Jordan
an
object which is moved in exact and wife.
The municipal officers are at work
correspondence with the flight of the
this week closing the books for the
hostile air craft.
From this object
for the report and
cords stretch down to positions of year, preparatory
warrant.
Much will come before the
friendly batteries and searchlights. voters town-meeting day, March 28.
Here the cords wind on registering including the ways and means to
drums to show the range in yards from meet the unavoidable snow bills.
each station to the target. Similarly,
and
Ransom
Henry
Salisbury
went to Bangor last Tuesat each gun or searchlight station is
j Johnson
vertical quadrant, permitting the day. to work a few days.
a
j
E. L. Grovef brought through from
angle of elevation to be read at a
Eddington last Friday a load of
glance.
store goods previously ordered from
Bangor.
March 22.
"Davis."
Ship’s Remarkable Record.
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Plans are being made for united
services of the two churches during
Holy week, beginning Monday evening at the Baptist church and alternating through the week.
Next Sunday in the Congregational
SUGAR FROM TREE AND FIELD church the
morning service will be in
commemoration of Palm Sunday.
Years Ago People Got Sweetening Ma- 1 Theevening service will be in charge
of the Sunday school and will be a
terial From the Maple and the
Watermelon.
program called "The Children of the
Pilgrims." The members of the
Sunday school will be in Puritan cosAs long ago as 1791 Dr. Benjamin
tume.
The school will be assisted
Rush put before the Philosophical soby a chorus from the church, and by
ciety of Philadelphia an earnest pro-

posal

\OTI<’K OF
KOHEClOMn..
Whereas John H. Danforth
croft. In the county of
***•
State of Maine, by hia
*"4
dated the twenty-flrat day
li'«4
D. 1914. and recorded ln
A
Istryof deeds, book 507.
r**‘
v«yed to Klneo Trust
COft* c°rDeration organised under the
Maine and having Ita
«
of buslneaa at Dover In ,ald
»'«<:•
Piscataquis a certain parcel
°(
tate described
*»•
aa
followsthe same real eatate conveyed
M. Header to the aaldl
forth by deed dated April ja H
be recorded herewith, which
,0
contains
the
Beginning at a stake on ttu
side of the road leading
wharf: thence west,
and
fourth degrees north.
the line of land conveyed to
by
Matts to a Stake In a atone w»n nu*
and seven-twenty-flfth rods from
,n
ftPnpr
,h<’
northwest corn.-r
off tu..
the i_
Bt*
north, three
degrees east,
S9I4
stone
wall, twelve and nine by
Vi. "*">
>*t«

PlacatatJ!?.
morVeJ1"1*

very tame.

treasurer.

The

Bankrupt'* Petition for Dlarkirfr.
In the matter of
HOSCOK H. SMITH, Bankrupt.
In Bankruptcy.
To the Hon. Clarence Hale. Judge of
United
Court of the
the
District
States for tne District of Maine:
Ellsworth
Smith
of
Koscoe
H.
Hancock
of
the
in
County
and State of Maine, in said district,
respectfully represents that on the 2d
day of February, last past, he was
duty adjudged bankrupt under the Acts
of Congress relating to bankruptcy;
that he has duly surrendered all his
property and rights of property, and has
fully complied with all the requirements of said Acts and of the orders
of Court touching his baifkruptcy.
Wherefore he. prays. That he may be
decreed by the Court to have a full
all
debts
from
discharge
against his estate under said bankruptcy acts, except such debts as are
excepted by law from such discharge.
Dated this 12th day of March A. D.
1920.
'H11KS H 30DS0U

Cherrydrid.

W. F. Aiken writes from Cherryfield that a flock of evening grosbeaks are visiting there this winter.
These birds are sporadic visitors to
Maine, but are seldom seen as far
east as this. A few years ago a
large flock spent several weeks in
Ellsworth.
Mr. Aiken writes:
In front of the house where I
live is a large crabappie tree.
The
fruit is very small and remains on
the tree all winter.
During the entire month of February quite a large
flock of evening grosbeaks fed off the
fruit, picking the seeds and enjoying
them.
First came a small flock of
pine grosbeaks, one male, color.
Indian red with slate colored trimmings, and four or five females,
color, a grey mixed with a bit of
white on wings.
These birds were

to Stonington.
I. L. Leach has purchased the Exchange building of the M. P. Hinckley heirs.
The I. E. Dow store on
Main
street has been sold to E. E. McIntyre. who will remodel the building for a meat market.
E. G. Williams has bought the
cigar store formerly owned by Frank
Johnson, and is making extensive
alterations.
Virginia Chase. Wallace Perkins.
Harold Osgood and Edward Snow are
home from the University of Maine
for the Easter holidays.
The party given by Miss Mildred
Grey at K. of P. hall. Friday evening,
was one of the most successful of
the many social events this season.
About eighty friends enjoyed the variety of games, of which an exciting
bean-bag contest was a feature. Miss
Grey was presented with a handsome
set of silver in recognition of her approaching marriage. Refreshments
were served.
At a republican caucus held Friday
evening delegates were elected for
both the State and district conventions. The caucus voted to endorse
F. H. Parkhurst as candidate for governor.
The newly-elected town committee met Saturday afternoon and
chose W. E. Stover chairman, H. A.
Saunders secretary and W. B. Wes-

The Wisconsin State Historical society is preparing a history of the
Mormons who settled in and around
the state during the middle of the
nineteenth century. The history will
contain much new material concerning
the early Mormons who settled in Illinois and built their sacred city of
Nauvoo, just above Keokuk.
After the death of Joseph Smith,
leader of the Mormons, In 1844, one
of the claimants to the succession was
James J. Strang of Burlington. Wis.
who was converted to Mormonisin in
1843 by missionaries who came to Burlington. Strang soon gained a strong
following and established a holy city
at Voree, where his followers made
their headquarters, sent out missionaries and became sucsessful rivals to
the Brigham
Toung movement In
Utah.
About 1S49 Strang moved his follow
ers to Beaver island in Lake Michigan
where he built a new sacred city, and
had his headquarters from 1849 to
1856. The city of St James was the
most important between Detroit and
Milwaukee. Strang met death at the
hands of two of his followers. He lefi
no successor, and the Gentiles, profiting by the confusion, descended on his
domain and looted it. The inhabitants
were forced to leave with such of their
possessions as they could carry, and
were deported by boat to Chicago and
Milwaukee.
The church built up by
Strang was thus destroyed. It is estimated that of this branch of the Mormons less than two hundred now remain.
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MARNE MEMORIAL POSTER
the school children of Franca
gave for their country's gift to tha
Tnlted States—the Statue of Liberty
_so will American school children
contribute "one cent and upward" for

JUST

as

"America's Gift to France,” a monumental statue by Frederick MacMonnles, the noted American sculptor,
MacMonnles Is contributing his
servtres toward the monument which,
tt Is estimated, will cost |2Tt0,000.
The poster shown herewith, Is by Albert Sterner, noted American portrait
the tribute which
painter. It typifies
this country will pay to the French
jlr.

through the Marne monument. The
be displayed In cities,
poster will
towns, and villages, and will designate
where contributions
many of the places
may he made during the week of
free-will offering, In
March 22—a
which numbers of contributors, rather
than sine of contributions, will be
sought from school children and others.
Contributions are now being received at National Headquarters, 150 Nas- Pretty New York School Girl Helps
Spread Appeal for Pennies for
sau street. New York, by Charles H,
"America’s Gift to France."
Sabin, president of one of New York's
largest trust companies, who Is treas- Meaux, on the Marne, and will rival
urer of the fund.
in si7,e and grandeur of
design the
The memorial will t be erected at Statue of Liberty.

CITY MEETING.
SCHOOL

APPROPRIATIONS.

RE-

FOKE THE BOARD.
>Jum( Out of the Schools—There
Hill be No Fence Around
the City Farm.
A re ess meeting of the city government wag held last Saturday afternoon. with the full board present.
Members of the school board appeared before the aldermen to present majority and minority reports
in the matter of recommendations
for appropriations for schools.
The school board had failed to
agree is to the amounts to be recommended. the principal difference being in regard to increase necessary
in the common school fund for teachMessrs. McOown and
ers' salaries.
Maddocks. as a majority of the
board, believed that an Increase of
approximately $3 a week, with a mln-

eggs:

eggs:

Hundreds of farmers from N-w England ar- getting better prices by shipus.
Do you want your eggs
ping
Then ship to
placed at top value?
Boston's fan*y egg and poultry house
and g*
high prices, prompt, reliable
ser\i«*.
Write for quotations.

W. F. WYMAN CO.
Fcinruil Hall
The Huukp

Market, IloMton, .Mn**.
of (tnick Return*.

MAGIC WATER
is

good

for washing

clothes, and will remove mildew, irou
rust, ink, grease and
fruit stains from the
with-

finest fabtics

injury

out

if

used according
to direction.

IT WILL ALSO

REMOVE
all stains from

imum of $12 and a maximum of $16.
would be sufficient.
As Mr. Maddocks stated in his argument, he understood that the school board at its
first meeting had fully agreed to this
Later Mr. Whiting told him he had
changed his mind, and agreed with
Supt. Stevens that the proposed increase would not be sufficient.
He
asked that salary increases be made
to a minimum of $15. except for assistants, and a maximum of $1S.
Mr. McGown stood by the original
agreement, and it was then decided
to take the matter before the aidermen.

The differing views were placed
before the board by Mr. Maddocks
and Mr. Whiting.
Mr. Maddocks
presented figures to emphasize his
that the city had been
argument
gradually adding to the expense of
schools and teachers, until, as he
said, "we are getting beyond ourselves."
He submitted figures showing the overdrafts each year in the
several school funds for a period of
five years, showing that the city had
run behind something over $10,000.
He made the error in this, as he has
since candidly acknow ledged. of adding the overdrafts in the common
school and high school funds for each
year, when as a matter of fact the
overdraft is carried forward on the
books from year to year.
This has
not been true, since 1913. In the
schoolhouse and the text-book funds,
so that Mr. Whiting, taking only the
overdrafts as they appeared this
year, was also in error in stating that
the schools had run behind, or overrun their appropriations, only about
As a matter of fact, the fig$4,500.
ure is about $7,000. so that on this
argument Mr. Maddocks and Mr.
Whiting split about even.
Mr. Maddocks also argued against
an increase in the appropriation for
iperintendent’s salary, stating that
he was r°tttng enough now, and suggesting that the city might return to
the plan of hiring a local man as
In this he oversuperintendent.
looked the fact that the law has
made a return to the old system impossible by placing school superintendence largely in the hands of the
State board of education, which arbitrarily lays out districts for union
school supervision.
The real issue was how much the
city can afford to pay its teachers
now.
Mr. Whiting stated that the
overdrafts in the several funds were
not. as Mr. Maddocks had made it apThe
pear, debts owed by the city.
bills had been paid, and the aldermen
could make appropriations now to
wipe out the balances or not. as they
If the school board kept
saw fit
within its appropriations for this
the
appropriated for
money
year,
overdrafts would be in the hands of
the city at the closeof the year.
On the matter of teachers' salaries.
Mr. Whiting argued that Ellsworth

paying more, and taking them away.
He thought that If Ellsworth could

offer the teachers enough now,
the city would have to pay more In
the end, for it would lose some of its
present teachers and have to go into
the open market for teachers, and
pay
$18 to $24.
With out-of-town teachers getting this, the home
teachers
would not be satisfied and would at
once demand more, so that
by trying
to save now the city would lose in
the end.
Mr. Whiting also gave some
figures as to the average of
superintendents' salaries in the State, and he
believed that the recommendation for
an increase in Ellsworth's
proportion
of Supt. Stevens’ salary to $t,000
was not exorbitant,
especially where,
out of his salary, the
superintendent
pays for his
own
transportation,
which averages between $400 and

$600.
Supt. Stevens was called upon, and
stated briefly the situation in the
State as to teachers, submitting figures showing what a few other towns
were paying, as follows:
Orono,
Rumford,
Camden,
Old Town,
Westbrook.
Brewer,

Minimum Maximum

$22

$26

21
21
20
20
23

30
27
24
26

Hancock

18
18
25
22

Franklin,
Mon son,

Ashland,

20
20

M. Y. McGown of the school board
was called upon, and stated his
position briefly, without
entering into
the argument.
Rev. It, B. Mathews said that he
had come to the meeting
purely as a
citizen interested in the schools and
in the city, and not as a supporter of
either set of appropriations asked
for.
He simply wished to support
the principled make the
pay sufficient to give the best teachers, and
to give them sufficient
salary to meet
the necessities of life.
He expressed
the hope that the day would come
>.V.OV,UCIO

wuuiu

Uiive

normal training.
With all credit to
the young women who have done
such splendid work in our schools,
he thought we should
say to them,
“go to normal school and make
proper preparation, and we will give
you enough to make it worth while
for you to stay In Ellsworth.
If any
of our teachers are inefficient, there
should he a culling out.”
While the board of aldermen did
not proceed to the making
of appropriations at this time, in answer
to the intimation from Mr. Whiting
that Supt. Stevens might like to
know at this time the sense of the
board as to increasing pay of teachers at the spring term, in order to
hold some teachers who were entertaining offers from other towns, one
of
the
aldermen
the
expressed
opinion that an increase should he
made now.
MUSIC OUT OF THE SCHOOLS.
In answer to a question earlier in
the meeting,Supt. Stevens said that
the school board had voted to discontinue
instruction
in music in
the schools.
Aid. Ilunleavv asked for further
information on this.
He said the
mistaken
had
impression
gone
abroad that the board of aldermen
was responsible for this
change, and
he would like to have it appear on
record that it was not the work of
the board of aldermen.
Supt. Stevens said he was in favor
of music in the schools, but one objection to it here whs the way the
work was handled
by untrained
teachers: teachers without normal
training. "We have,” he said, “but
one or two normal school graduates
in the oity.
After training teachers
by experience, or after they go away
for normal
training, someone else
hires them. Untrained teachers cannot handle music.
Mrs. Walsh, as
music teacher, did good work.
The
blame must be placed upon the untrained teachers.
The inability of
our teachers to carry on the work,
makes the course of no value.”

OTHER BUSINESS.
This closed
the
discussion
ot
school matters, and the board proceeded to other business.
sinks, lloors.
The printed rules governing previMinufacturfd
utn
.t.r.
by.lh*
ous boards were adopted as governing this board.
WATER CO.
ME.
It was voted to charge an interest on taxes at the rate of one-half
I.'ICAL DEAI CHS
* U*»“». A. II
1 per cent, a month, beginning
ll:y. P l: Knnil, £. 8. Mnui.of
to
keep
was not paying enough now
Other towns were August X, which is the same as at
its best teachers.
present.
Aid. Smith of ward 1 reported
that he had attended to his duty as
a committee of one to notify M. H.
Clement of the action of the board
in relieving him from service at the
engine house.
The finance committee reported
RECOMMENDS
that it was in correspondence with
several auditing firms, but had not
as yet engaged a special auditor to
go over the city accounts, as voted.
Aid. Small called attention of the
Gum and Wild
board to a vote of the previous board
to put a wire fence around the city
A
COUGH REMEDY
He understood that the wire
farm.
had been purchased, and was at the
Children’s and Adult’s
Old
He
farm.
moved
that
the
city
be
action of the
previous board
Bronchitis and Hoarseness
rescinded, and it was so voted unaniThe matter of disposal of
mously.
Are relieved promptly by
the wire on hand was referred to
the committee on city property.
Gum and Wild
Balsam of
The matter of needed repairs to
Bottle
the city truck was brought up by
Price 35 Cents Per
An estimate had
Aid. Dunleavy.
LOOK OUT FOR THE “FLU"
been made that repairs would cost
about $400. and if made now, the
truck could be sold to better advantage later, if it was so decided,
than if sold in its present condition.
The matter was referred to the committee on city property.
Joy Young of Lamoine appeared
before the board in regard to compensation for a horse, which he lost
in a bad hole on the Lamoine road,
Lime Coast Haddock is
1 Ac
scarce, but we can supply you, lb
as reported in The
American last
A full Hue of
all kinds of Meats and Fresh Vegetable*. Try ou week. He said there were four or
five feet of ice water and slush
ome-made
Meat 25c
Head Cheese, ;iOe It has lo equal.
He
where the horse went down.
placed a value of $25 on the horse.
Bone for Ileus. Highest price paid for Hides.
I.tve poultry bought.
The matter was referred to the committee on accounts and claims.
••Altcm, HOST ORDERS GIVEN PBOMl’T ATTENTION
A recess was then taken to Wednesday evening at 7.30, when the
budget of appropriations will be
taken up.

hath tubs, lavataries, closets

magic

AUGUSTA,

Alexander’s Pharmacy

GARDINER’S BALSAM
Spruce

Cherry

GUARANTEED

Night Coughs,

Coughs,

Coughs,

Gardiner’s

Cherry

Spruce

Smith’s Sea Food-Meat Market
fash, Salt, Smoked and Dry Fish, Oysters and Clams
Sausage

Water Street

Ellsworth,

Maine

■

KiiHtbrook.
Snrgentvllle.
David Wilbur was in Augusta last
Charles Billings has gone to Bosweek on business.
ton, where he is employed by the E.
Mrs. Joe Bunker and daughter S. S. Co.
Louise of Franklin spent the weekMiss Edith Chatto, who teaches at
end with her father, Charles Wilbur. Pripet, has
spent her vacation at
E. H. Ashe and family have moved her home here.
home, after spending the winter at
Irving Nevells and William SimWinfield Jordan’s place.
mons left Wednesday for Boston.
R. B. Lowrie and Hamlin Kingman
Mrs. Seth Blodgett of Brooksville
have returned home from Machias.
is spending a few weeks with her
Floyd, second son of Mr. and Mrs. parents, Mr. and Mrs. L. J. Hooper.
Pearlie Wilbur, is ill of bronchial
Miss Catherine Sargent, U. of M.
trouble.
’22, is spending a vacation with her
March 22.
“Gem.”
parents.

=»

-■

not

BETTER THAN
GOOD
By

RALPH

HAMILTON

(Copyright. 1920. Western Newspaper Union)
She would not forget him to her
dying day! She said it fervently to
herself and believed It.
For only a
fleeting moment had his eyes flashed

-o-

Hancock Falls.
Moon and wife of Ellsworth
spent, the week-end at their home
here.
Mrs. arvey Carter of Old Town is
visiting her father, E. L. Kief.
Miss Smith of Sullivan was a weekend guest of Hilda Johnston.
March 22.
X.

Roy

down into her own. had his arm encircled her, hut, though the peril of
death menaced, Arline Drury treasured Its memory raptly.
Her home was an old cabin at the
lower edge of a high cliff. She had
wandered along its
apex gathering
wild flowers, when her foot slipped.
Over the edge of the yawning precipice she went, her body dangling In
space, her descent only checked by
hands clutching at exposed tree roots.
As she sought
find a foothold
to
against a projecting rock, it loosened.
She heard it land far below with a
crash. Her heart sickened. Then at the
chug—chug 1 of an automobile she uttered a frantic, despairing cry:
“Help 1”
Fifty feet away the driver of an
automobile holding three young men
like himself checked the mnehine with
a shock, traced the cry, caught sight
of the white, clinging hands,
flung
himself flat, reached over and dragged
the imperiled girl to safety.
He supported her, half fainting. In
his arms, his senses thrilled us that
lovely face was lifted to his own. He
Her beautiful
released her gently.
eyes were swimming with tears of

North Castine.
Mrs. David M. Dodge, who has
been in the Castine hospital several
weeks, has eturned home, much improved in health.
The Emerson school, Annie Dunbar, teacher, closed March 12, for
two weeks.
Carroll Ludlow is quite ill.
The prize of $2 offered to the pupils of the Emerson school by the
Castine woman’s club for making
Maine booklets, was awarded to Henry Witham. honorable mention being given to Marion Witham and
Olive Conner.
Mrs. Norman Conner, who has
been visiting in Castine for the
past
two weeks, returned to her home

Friday.
Raymond Wardwell

is home from
Islesboro.
Jennie odsdon is at home from
Castine normal school for the spring
vacation.
March 22.
D,
-o-

now

can

over

tnana

photographer making some pictures of the surrounding mining district, and seeking board and lodging
teur

a

week

or

two.

“My only helper is my
explained Mr. Drury, “but
willing to bunk in rough
and take pot luck, why,

daughter,”

has undertaken a kindly mission for
father?” she faltered confusedly.
“I fear 1 am bringing back disappointing news.” replied Noble. “I infer you are aware of your father’s
hope that the boulder is meteoric. The
analyst told me it was not. But he
has sent an analysis,” and Noble In
dicateu a scaled envelope in his pock
et. “Why! the light suddenly dawns
upon me!" exclaimed Noble in an animated tone. "The meteor stone must
he a fragment of the rock you loosened that—that day I first met you.” and
the speakers' face was rapt and glowing. “It fell upon the roof below."
“The day you saved my life, which
I shall never forget.” said Arline in a
low, earnest tone, and then, side by
side, er.ch realizing that mutually they
shared the same emotion, they went
to the home below the cliff.
A shade of disappointment crossed
the face of Mr. Drury as lie read that
his wonderful meteor was only common earth day. Then his eyes brighted.
“Air analysis of the specimen," he
observed. "Rich in gold and coincidently an outcropping of a great vein of
metal. Why! If that is so, and I could
acquin the means of expanding my
scientific studies, what might I not ac-

complish?"
It was so and riches came, but to
Walter Noble the love of the gentle
creature he had saved was the treasure he most fervently cherished.

Aids

Purifies the Blood
Promotes assimilation

BAH HARBOR TO BANGOR
Bar Harbor..lv
Sorrento
Sullivan
Mt Desert Fy lv
Waukeag, S Fy
Hancock
Franklin Road.

Wash’gt’n June

Ellsworth
Ellsworth Falls
Nicolin
Green Lake
Phillips Lak
McKenzie's
Holden
Brewer June

Bangor.
Portland.ar
Boston via
Portsmouth

ar

BANGOR TO BAR HARBOR.

I

Boston via
Portsmouth lv
Boston via
Dover lv

..

15

..

Portland.lv

ALLEN—At firooklin. March 12, to Mr
and .Mrs. William C. Allen, a dauehter.

BECKWITH—At Portland, March 20, to
Mr. and Mrs, Merle Beckwith, a son
(Marvin Carroll).
CAXDAGB—At Brook 1 in. Feb. 23. to Mr
and Mrs. John IT Candage. a daughter (Hazel Christine).
CLARK—At Franklin. March 16. to Mr.
and Mrs. Harry D. Clark, a daughter.
DUNHAM—At Franklin. March 8. to
Mr. and Mrs. Lloyd T. Dunham, a

daughter.

FERXALD—At Franklin. March 13, to
Mr. and Mrs. Lisle G. Fernald. a son.
FICKFTT—At Franklin. Feb. 29. to Mr.
and Mrs. Harry L. Fickett, a daughGRIFFIN—At Brooklin. March 6. to Mr
and
Mrs. Ray Gridin, a daughter
(Juanita Pearl).
GROSS—At Stonington. March 12, to
Mr. and Mrs Lester M. Gross, a son.
HARDISON—At Franklin. March 17, to
Mr and Mrs D. M. Hardison, a daugh-
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Corrected to March 1,1920

BORN.

|

to

so as

full nutritive value of food,
and to give strength to the whole
system. A well-known Justice of
the Peace in Indiana says Hood’s
1 nrsaparilla made
“food taste
food,” as after taking three botl!cs he eats thiee hearty meals a
day. works hard and sleeps well.
It will help you to do this.
Fifty
years’ phenomenal sales prove its
merit.
Prepared oy educated
pharmacists. Get a bottle
cure

MAINE CENTRAL RAILROAD COMPANY

ating.

|
I

Appetite
Digestion
an

UliliL.-lKY.

The funeral will be held at the
home to-morrow afternoon. Rev. J.
B. Coy of the Baptist church offici-

make

magnetic glance.
“You—you are the gentleman who

Creates

great-grandchildren.

if you are
and ready

you might
do.”
This arrangement suited Noble to
perfection. The second night of the
stay of his guest Mr. Drury took him
into his observatory and pointed to a
large boulder lying on his table.
“I want to tell you something about
a
great
discovery I have probably
made,” he spoke. “The other night,
while strolling near here, I observed
an
unusually brilliant meteor flash
acros the sky. It seemed to fall somewhere near the house here. The next
morning I chanced to go up into the
attic and there was a hole in the
roof, and lying upon the floor was
this boulder. I have made a study of
meteoric phenomena. Inspecting this
mass In my crude way, I find that it
bears fossil residuum, proving that in
t’ e
from
whatever planet it came
same organic life as our own has ex
isted. I have little money, but if you
would take a specimen of the rock to
a city analyst and get me a report on
its
constituents, I would try and
scrape up enough to pay for his labor.”
Noble was glad to get into favor
with the father of Arline. He started
forthwith for the city with the preIt was five days later
cious specimen.
that he returned to IJrownville. As lie
neared the cliff his pulses quickened
magically. Seated at the self same
spot where he had last seen her, was
the fair being, whose loveliness had
attracted him hither.
She arose with a conscious blush
as he approached her. She swayed unsteadily under the Influence of his

Makes Food
Taste Good

MRS. HELEN M. BEAL.
Helen M., widow of Charles W.
Beal, died early yesterday morning
at her home on Beal avenue, after an
illness of four days of pneumonia.
Mrs. Beal was born in Ellsworth,
April 7, 1848, daughter of Nahum
and Betsey T. Hall.
She was married April 23, 1866, to Charles W.
Beal, who died some years ago.
Mrs. Beal has been a life-long
resident of the city, and a valued and
useful member of the community.
For many years she was active in
the woman's relief corps of Wm H.
H. Rice post.
She leaves one sister.
Mrs. Cinderella Clement, of Arnesbury. Mass., the last survivor of a
family of twelve children, once
prominent in Ellstvorth.
She leaves three sons, Nahum E.
of Somerville, Mass., Clifton H and
Charles
W.
of
also
Ellsworth;
eighteen
grandchildren
and
two

you:

she began, but tie smiled reassuringly.
“Can 1 help you further?” he asked.
“My home is near at hand,” she
murmured. He lifted his cap courteously, regained the automobile. Chu—
chu! He was gone out of her life as
swiftly as be entered It.
“Your aunt is ill again, Arline,"
said the father, “and the folks sent a
messenger over early this morning to
have you come and spend a few days.”
It was the third day after that when
the same young man who had come to
her rescue reappeared in the vicinity.
Walter Noble made inquiries concerning the girl he had so tragically met,
and learned her name and the location
of her home. He appeared as an ama-

for

Sarsaparilla

-o-

gratitude.
"Uh!

Hood’s

t3 15

..

Brewer June..
Holden.
McKenzie's.
Phillips Lake..
Green Lake.
Nicolin.
Ellsworth Falls'..
Ellsworth
Wash’gt’n June
Franklin Road.
Hancock.
Waukeag, £ Fy
Mt Desert Fy ar
..

3 21
3 43

..

f3 50
4 00
10
4 23
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4 45
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5 00
5 03

f4
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..

r5 10

Sullivan.ar
Sorrento.
Bar Harbor .ar

17 50
t8 20
f8 55

..
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Stops on signal or on notice to conductor.
*
Daily, Sundays included, t Daily, excepc
Sunday.
DANA C. DOUGLASS,
Vice-presideutand Gen. Man.
f

M. L.

HARRIS,
Passenger Agent.
Portland, Maine.

General

ter.

HODGKINS—At Lamoine. Feb. 23, to
Mr. and Mrs Arthur C. Hodgkins, a
son (Harlan F.).
JOYCE—At Stonington. March 11. to
Mr. and Mrs. Eugene B.
Joyce, a

daughter.

I STAPLES—At Brooklin. Feb. 18. to Mr.
and Mrs. Austin Staples, a son (Kenneth Austin).

DILI).
BEAL—At Ellsworth. March 23. Helen
M.. widow of Charles \V. Beal, aged
72 years. 11 months. 14 days.
BENNETT—At Bucksport. March 19.
Capt. Stephen Bennett, aged 93 years.
4 months.
CHASE—At Ellsworth. March 19. Mrs.
Adaline M. Chase, aged 99 years. 1
month.
DO NN ACE L LI—At Stonington. March
18. Francis Donnaeelli, aged 20 years.
3 months, 27 days.
ELDKIDGE— At Bucksport. March 21.
Clara A. Eldridge. aged 71 years. 7
months.
FREETHEY—At Brooklin. March 14.
Owen E. Freethey, aged 48 years. 6
months. 28 days
GRINDLE—At Bluehill. Mar 22. Richard Grindle. aged 66 years. 2 months,
Mrs.
LEACH—At Orland. March 20.
Carrie F. Leach, aged 48 years.
MARTIN—At
March
24.
Waltham,
Charles E. Martin, aged about 71
WILLI NS—At Bluehill. Mar 17.Mathew
M. Willins, aged 41 years. 11 months,
WILSON—At Lamoine. March 20.
liam J>. Wilson, aged 52 years.

Wil-

PLUMBING
Hot Water

Personal attention to all details. Telephone
or mail orders promptly attended to.

EDWARD F. BRADY,
Grant St., Ellsworth, Me.
Telephone 173-2.

Ellsworth Steam
All Kinds of Laundry Work.

Laundry

NAPHTHA CLEANING

Goods called for and delivered
Special attention to parrel post work
H. B
State

ESTEY 6c CO., Proprietors
Ellsworth. Me

Street._

Hardwood Wanted
the

Birch,

market

Y’ellow

Mnplt, also Poplar.
cording to quality

High Grade Granite and Marble

PRICES

Twenty Years’ Experience.

White

Manufacturer and dealer in

Jobbing.

HONEST WORK; HONEST

We are in

H. W. DUNN

Heating, Furnace

Work and

for

Round
Rock

Birch,

Good I’rices, acof stock.

Pleas

call at our office or address

Monuments, Tablets and Markers
Ellsworth and Bar Harbor, Me.

Ellsworth Hardwood Co.

GARDENERS, LOOK »
\

egelalile*
and

need*

tested

in

for

the

*ale.

year of

all

grown
19(1).

BEET, Crosby’s Egyptian, pkt.. .05; oz.,
.20; Vi lb..35; lt>.$1.85.
CARROT. Danvers, pkt.. .05; oz. .35;
Vi lb. .75; lb. $2.50.
PARSNIP. Hollow Crown, pkt.. .05; oz..
.10; V* tb, .30; It). $1.00.
TURNIP. Ruta Baga. pkt.. .05; oz.. .10;
V* tb. .30; tb. .90.
CUCUMBER, Long Green, pkt.. .10; oz..
10.

CUCUMBER. White Spine, pkt., .05;

oz..

SKM) YOUR ORDER EARLY, AS OI H
STOCK IS LIMI TED. CASH WITH ORDER.
AddreNM.

Hancock Co.

Nursery & Seed Co.

BIRRV, MAINE

our^

\

PRINTING
o^MERklUil

on

bond

I

Will Save

m

'iou Money

10]

pnfSflRI

Cannot Praise this

Remedy too Hig&siy

visiting her
P> rkins.

mother.

Mrs.

Flora

Mrs.
B.
Harvey
Bragdon was
called last week to Bethel, Vt., by the
illness of her daughter, Mrs. Linus A.
Edmunds, of influenza.

I SAYS

moved his family into one of A. E.
Farnsworth's bungalows.
Everett and Charles Cousins, who
have been visiting their sister. Mrs.
P. B. Flanders, at Bangor, are home.
Walter Crockett is making many
improvements on the interior of his
house.
Clarence
Lvmburner
of
North
j
Brooksville is in town with a span !
of horses hauling wood.
Mrs. Lymburner has been with her mother.
Mrs. Naomi Allen, several weeks.
March 22.
“Une Femme.”
|

THE WAV ONE LADY FETUS AFTER
SUFFERING TWO YEARS
March 15.
B.
Judging from her letter, the mis-oand
wretchedness endured by
ery
Mrs. Charlie Taylor, R. F. D. No. 1,
Brooklin.
Box 144, Dillon, S. C., must have
Oscar Ford and family and Mrs.
been terrible. No one, after readWarren Ford, who have spent the
ing her letter, can continue to | winter at
are
Somerville, Mass.,
doubt the great healing power |
of PE-RU-NA for troubles due home. Mr. Ford, who had pneuIs
much
in
monia.
health.
I
improved
to catarrh or catarrhal conditions
Miss Kathleen
Blake of SedgIslesford.
in any part of the body. Her
wick visited her grandmother. Mrs.
letter is an inspiration to every
Capt. Everett Stanley, formerly of
E. E. Bridges, last week.
sick and suffering man or woman
the C. S. coast guard, but who is livRay Griffin and wife are receivanywhere. Here it is: “I suffered
ing in Bangor this winter, made a
ing congratulations on the birth of a short visit here last week.
two years with catarrh of the head,
stomach and bowels. Tried two of daughter. Juanita Pearl. William
Mr. Bagley Qf Seal Harbor, was
Allen and wife are also receiving
the best doctors, who gave me up.
here last week.
His two daughters
I then took PE-RU-NA and can
congratulations on the birth of a came with him. and remained
for a
truthfully sav I am well. When I daughter.
visit with Mrs. A. J. Bryant's family.
Elmer Leach has returned
from
began to use PE-RU-NA, I weighed
Capt. Warren A. Sptirling, who
or.e hundred pounds.
My weight Portland, where he has been em- purchased the house called the
now is one hundred and
fifty. I ployed during the winter.
•'Colonel's” from G. R. Hadlock. has
cannot
Weston Gott has a large crew at
praise PE-RU-NA too
had the house renovated
highly, for it was a Godsend to me. work on his factory at West Brook- attic to cellar. Frankie inside from
Stanley is
I got relief from the first half
lin.
The building is already up and
doing the painting and varnishing.
bottle and twelve bottles cured me.
boarded.
The house is by no means an old one.
I advise all sufferers to take
The Farnsworth Packing Co. has
but has been sadly neglected, and
PE-RU-NA.”
had a large force at work taking up
those who are acquainted with the
As an emergency remedy in the
the stakes at their fishing traps at
know that it is an attractive
house
home, there is nothing quite the
Torrey and Conary islands, and at
place when in good condition.
equal of this reliable, time-tried the marble quarry at Deer Isle.
Marvin Bryant and Leslie Phippin.
medicine. PE-RU-NA.
Thousands
Miss Evelyn Gray is spending her
place their sole dependence on it vacation with Mrs. Irving Candage who have been working in Cambridge. Mass., during the winter, are
for coughs, colds, stomach and
at West Sedgwick.
home.
bowel trouble, constipation, rheuAbout twentv-flve friends gave Mr.
matism. pains in the back, side and i and Mrs. Walter Crockett a
March 15.
S.
surprise
loins and to prevent the grip and
party recently.
Spanish Flu. To keep the blood I
Raymond Allen, who is spending
pure and maintain bodily strength
William Black, who has been in
the winter at Calf island, visited his I
and robustness, take PE-RU-NA.
Massachusetts for the
winter, remother last week.
j
You can buy PE-RU-NA anyMrs. Black will
Miss
Nellie Cousins,
who
has turned Saturday.
where in either tablet or liquid
come later on.
the
winter
with
her
spent
r
parents.
form.
c
Benjamin Moore came home SatC. C. Cousins and wife, left for Bangor Friday.
Later she will go to urday.
Maynard Jordan, who is teaching
Rangeley, where she has employAurora.
at 1'. of M.. is home for the holidays.
ment.
Mrs. A. Russell Mace is visiting
Harry E. Spnrling. who came from
Frank Stanley, foreman at
Dr.
Mrs. Helen Mace in Bangor.
Waterman’s farm, is spending his Kent's Hill seminary several weeks
Mrs. H. T. Silsby is with her vacation in Boston.
ago, returned to his school to-day.
Mrs. Henry Kelley and young son.
daughter, Mrs. Leslie Burrill. in BanPreparations are being made at
gor.
the Baptist church to give an Easter James Henry, left for Bass Harbor
Bert Schoppe of Beddington has concert on Easter
last week to remain with Mr. KelSunday.
been in town a few days.
Everett Cousins is visiting his sis- ley's parents for a while before joinMarch 15.
C.
ing her husband, who is captain of a
ter. Mrs. Percy Flanders, at Bangor.
barge running out of New York.
-oMarch 15.
“Pne Femme."
March 22.
S.
Franklin.
*

Rev. J. E. Blake
has
to
gone
Brattleboro, Yt.. called by the death
of a relative.
Mrs. Ellsworth Long, with daughter Edna, of Portsmouth, N. H.. is

Get

Stephen D. Cousins and W'ife returned Wednesday from Syracuse, N.
Y.. where
they have spent two
months.

Harry Gray of South Bluehill has

-o-

Eczema spreads rapidly; itching: aldrives you mad.
For quick relief.
Doan's Ointment is well recommended.
at
all
stores.
drug
6rtq

most

SHE THREW
HER MONEY AWAY.
1

Mrs. Parker Spent M umlrcfK SeekR«”<(on'»
Health— Tanlnr
ing
Her.
comhave
been
troubles
"My
pletely overcome since I began taking Tanlac and I am enjoying the
best health 1 have bad In twentyyears." said Mrs. M. Parker, of 423
East Third St.. Los Angeles. Cal.
"I spent several thousand dollars
for medicine and treatment." she
| continued, "but it was just money
thrown away, for I never got any re! lief from my suffering until 1 comI was prac; menced taking Tanlac.
tically an invalid for twenty years
i and all my trouble was caused by the
! awful condition of my stomach. A
! great part of the time I was con1 flued to my bed, simply too weak to
j be up. I could eat but very little, and
that disagreed with me so I suffered
terribly from gas. To make matters
worse I was attacked by rheumatism
in my arms and legs, which caused
1
: me no end of pain and misery.
1 never got a good night's sleep and
became extremely nervous.
"Well, I have just finished my
j fourth bottle of Tanlac and it is wonderful the way I have improved.
Why, 1 feel so well and strong I do
all my own housework without the
Last week I actually
least trouble.
did the family washing and it has
been many years since I did a thing
| like that. My appetite is fine and
nothing disagrees «ith me. I sleep
restfully and get up feeling refreshed
The
rheumatism
morning.
every
has entirely disappeared and Tanlac
deserves every bit of the credit."
Tanlac is sold in Ellsworth by E.
G. Moore, in Sullivan by Dunbar
Bros., and by the leading druggists
in every town.

|

|

South licer Isle.

STATE OF MAUVE.
To all persona Interested In either of
the estates hereinafter named:
At a Probate Court held at Ellsworth
In and for the County of Hancock, on
the
the sixteenth day of March In
year of our Lord one thousand nine
hundred and twenty and by adjourn*
of said
the
ninth day
ment
from
March A. D. 1920 term of said court.
The following matters having been
presented for the action thereupon
hereinafter indicated, IT IS HEREBY

badly.
Lyman Stinson, who recently sold
his house, has moved his household

goods

to

Stonington.

George Raynes. who has been emby L. R. Judkins, has returned to Sunset.
George Dodge of Sunset has been
visiting his daughter. Mrs. Sterling
Stinson.

ployed

That Smaller Car
of the highest-priced autoJust
mobiles get greater mileage and economy
out of Goodyear Tires, so can the owners
of smaller cars similarly enjoy Goodyear
as owners

advantages.

Mnrv

r*

Uto

nf

Pr^klin

produce.
This extraordinary money’s worth begins
not only with the merit of these tires, but
care can

also with the first cost, which in most cases
is no greater, and sometimes actually is less,
than that of other makes of the same types
of tires.
Go to the nearest Goodyear Service Station
Dealer for Goodyear Tires for your Ford,

Chevrolet, Dort, Maxwell, or other cars taking
these sizes. He is ready to supply you Goodyear Heavy Tourist Tubes at the same time.

fi

30x3V4 Goodyear Single-Cure

cr>

Fabric, Anti-Skaf Tread__

i.uimus

surry, in
\
K
a ttU*ment.
Naomi H. Gregory, a minor of Orlaiul. In paid county.
First and final
account
of Mettle E. Gregory, guardian. filt-d for sett lenient.
Irene M. Bell, late of South Brooks■*lle. In saad county, deceased.
p.
tition filed bv Boring B. Coombs, administrator. for license to sell certain
real estate of said deceased, situated
in
said South Brookaville and more
fully described In said petition.
Henderson It. Cotton, late of Orlarid.
in
“aid
county.
deceased. Petition
filed by Samuel B. Holt, administrator,
for license to sell certain real estate
of
said deceased, situated in said
Orland
fully described in said peleicner.

county. Final account of
Burnham, guardian. fll*d for

f,nd ^more

Charlie M. Haynes, a minor of Trenin said county.— Petition filed
by
for license
to
sell
certain
real
estate of said
minor, situated in Trenton and more
fully described in said petition.
Benjamin Kittr«‘dg* late of Bar Hardc
«l.
Petltion
filed by Richmonu H. ;eas.
Kittredge. one of
th- trustees under the will
of said deceased. for license to sell certain real
estate of said deceased. situated In
said
"ar Hurlmr and more
fully described
in »ahl petition.
Leonard ft. Kane, late of Surrv In
fount>'. deceased. Petition lllert
by Edmond J. Walsh, administrator
that an order be Issued to
distribute
among the heirs-at-law of said
erased, the amount remainiriB 1„
the
laiids of said administrator on the
getllement of his first and final
aeeount
George W Clement, late of Bucks
in said
port,
eount).
deceased
IV.
tttton
by Warren I.. Clement, ad,hat *n ord,r be issued to
distribute among the heirs-at-iaw of
Bald deceased, the amount
remaining In
the .lands ot said
administrator on the
settlement of his second account.
ton.

Koy M. Haynes, guardian,

SEi

8“ld.county•

st'd.

Turner Appleton, late of Col’etition filed by William deceased
C.
Appleton
executor of the last » Ml and testament
deceased, 'hat the amount of
'hheritance tax on the estate of
deceased, be determined by the
judge of probate.

®f"a

?heS'lih
thf.
S

OF

S' HoPkin»on.

late

of

Cam-

oe^easid.

?}**■**anc*

that

Admitted

late of Philadelphia
a’, dooeased. Petition filed
Frankford Trust Company »

the

tition'sin*?,1
fl.,ed

an" Jam,/pnuJohn Ha"'P<on

and

Sedgwick,

IVtaino

S01.7J
•SOU*3
"15.74

1.353' 337.71

sur-

$4,489, *5».7>
MAIh.MK.NT OF
K«M ITAH1.R IM K C % * |>
mi m v \n; comm
I'lUvidnirr, H
ASSETS DECEMBER
Real estate.

Mortpaifo loan*.

Stocks and bonds.
Cash In office and bank.
Asrent*' balances
Interest and rents.
All other assets.
Gross assets.
Deduct items not admitte
Admitted assets.

LIABILITIES DEC
unpaid losses.
Unearned premiums.
Allother liabilities.
Cash capital.
Surplus over all liabilities.
Net

Total

liabilities and surplus
THOMPSON. \Krnt,‘
Ellsworth, He.

J. A.

CONNECTICUT GENERAL
LIFE INSURANCE
COMPANY
11A KTFORI), CON N K(TKTT
ASSETS
Beni

DEC. 31. im

estate,

$

Mortcace loans.
Collateral loans.
bank,

Interest and rents,
All

3^-. 113.57

U/*3^.J2su
* Biff

Stocks and bonds
Cash In otTlce and
A cent's balance.
other assets,

g '.‘'>3.117.1','
S.l S23.M
Lk.5>31.M
3 3 2. SO-'*. 77
1.216.244.M

Gross assets.
12 7, «H,922.21
Deduct items not admitted.
60.133.17

Admitted assets.

!27.:r‘«.:M.34

LIABILITIES. DEC 31. 1919
Net unpaid losses.
$ 26.563AI
Unearned premiums.
324.796.71
All other liabilities.
25.138.121W
Cash capital,
800.069.6*
Surplus over all liabilities 1 ’. ‘7 276,76
Total

Barnes

°t *aid deceased, that an
order"h.1*
transmit the realdu
ofdfn be 18su*‘d tot8tat,.
in the State of
Maine tnr*ihnal
the state of Pennsylvania
““J"?
*?,
distribute
said
personal estate
nccoe?!
h°
0f

IVnnsyTvank,.1
safd mMunt'i?!r'.

Said •»«•

»?

Iate of Bar

eased

o.-.e

eB

Aaa'r

BS
8

of

is

buried arid

said

to

<*e-

whom

liabilities and surplus.
127.596.768.34

\OTH*E OF I'OBKi 1.0*1 HI.
W hereas ArvillH I*.
Davis of Vina!haven. in the county of Knox and S:*te
or Main**, by her
\ dated
mortgage
the
second day of January 1917. and
recorded in the Hancoc k registry of
deed*, in book 531. page -• 71 conveyed
to me, the undersigned
certain parcel©
of real estate situated in Stoning!**,
in the county of Hancock and State©?
Maine, bounded as follows to v;* A
certain lot or parcel of loud with thbuilding* thereon, situated
Stonington. in the county of Hancock. State of
Maine, and bounded and <!«s rlbed *-*
follow*:
Beginning a’, the southwest
corner of a lot of land conveyt-d on
August 14. 190*. by Susan H. .McDonald to Sarah K. Ha ton: tl.«. north
7$ degree* west, six rods a
! eighteen
links to a bolt, thence north
degrees
west twelve rods to a bolt 1-. a larff*
boulder; thence south 73 degrees ©art.
six rods and twenty-one links to *»«
castI Eaton lot; thence south 5 degrees
by said Eaton lot. eleven rods to tf*begun at. Together with * ;
j bound
right of way in common ten feet in !
width along the northerly side lin«- or
the above described lot. run nine easteriy. as the private way iw .\ *-"/?ro
| the town road near the dwdlinglious*
i
occupied by James H. f»ra.v
Al»o another certain U* *<r pare*! o.
land, with the buildings th- r-o-i s tad*s r. >**» ;
! Hted in said Stoninglou. ar
and hounded a* follows
It. ginning at
the southwest corner of the well euro,
thence running northerly so as to oiear
the «ite of the north formerly *n *»•
lot five rc*d3 anu one foot to stake *©"
stone*;
thence easterly tw-;ve rw
niore or lens to post; then
northern
by fence and wall five rods to
! thence easterly sis rods and *■
feet to stake and stone*, th*
erly eleven rods more or !♦•** t"
way. thence westerly by said highway
o
one hundred and sixteen feet more
I les* to the southwest corner po«®
| front yard fence; thence northerly
bounds begun at., containing three*
fourths of one acre, more of less; a*
whereas the condition of said
gage has been broken, now thereiorr.
cono
i by reason of the breach of the
tion thereof. 1 claim a foreclosure
said mortgage.
CHARLES E. BICKNBW*
March 12.

ror^
WJJJJ*

|

«jjjy

1920.__

S

T A TK

OF

County of Hancock
In the

M
ss.

AI A E-

Ellsworth Municipal Court.
March term. A.

following entitled act,(.*n;„-a

in said court, the s;.me be*"*.
for unpaid taxes wr m
on the following deactl***
1
real estate situated In Lamoine in
county of Hancock. State of Maine,
wit:
..j.
I>ocket No. 9501. E M. King. »»
lector vs. Edward E. McFarland
certain land described in sai<*
r_ ,,rtb
follows, to wit: Bounded on the n
by land of J. B. Carter, on the
Partridge Cove on the south by
H. B. Phillips, on the west by
town line, and containing
acres.
Taxed to Edward E. Mir
land.
,oV<
It is ordered that notice of
entitled action be given to all
a
Interested in the real estate
1 j}
described by publishing a copy or
order attested by T. F. Mahoneycorder. for two weeks success*' .-.i:.
the Ellsworth American, the laat pu
cation to be seven days at l**11- iii«,
the first Tuesday of April. A. D
j
that all persons interested m
th©f
estate may appear In said sun

pending

; lien action
year 1919,

|

;

taj-

l**®;

U'e\irFar-

A"f.jJ!on*
PerJJve

I
I

I
[

'tshbor. In
Petition filed
by Charts it "SSI''1',
administrator de ;
bonis nAn It ,'r°od'
the 'State

GARAGE!

453

IMSjT

Total liabilities and

Emitl"?
e!;,'„aHiU'ri“r"
Sm.

West Sullivan

assets.

$043.

LIABILITIES DEC. Sl.1919.

the amount of the tnthe estate of said ile-

In

Harbor,

admitted.

Net unpaid losses.
Unearned premiums.
All other liabilities.
Surplus over all liabilities.

‘rustee
under
the
last
^^d testament of said deI
teased, be confirmed by said
I
court.
also "Him. as |
Harrison, late of Phllavahia. deceased.
Pehy Catherine Norris Harri- 11

MORANG’S

LONDON, ENGLAND

Gross assets.
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8ald, PhUadelphia
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Heal estate.
Collateral loans.
Stocks and bonds.
Cash in offlceand bank.
Aaent s balance.
Interest and rents.
All other assets.
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Goodyear Heavy Tourist Tubes are thick, strong tubes that
reinforce casings properly. Why risk a good casing with a
cheap tube.’ Goodyear Heavy Tourist Tubes cost little more
than tubes of less merit. 30x3>/4 size in water- ± A en
proof bag___

for ate
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United States

Vlnal L. Gray, late of Deer IsJ.
In
*aUl
deceased.
Petition that
county,
Ellen T. Gray or some oth^r suitable
>eP9on be appointed administrator of
’he estate or said deceased, without
rtving bond, presented bv Ellen T.
3ray. widow of said deceased,
Betsey Trim, late of Orland. in said
•ounty. deceased. Petition that !.eland
P.
l^owell
or
some
other
suitable
person b
appointed administrator of
ihe estate of said deceased, presented
l>y Hosetta A. Hendrick, a sister of
laid deceased.
George P. Lowell, late of Hueksport.
n sa‘d county. deceased.
Petition that
IP ad W. Lowell or some oth*
suitable
t»e appointed administrator of the
h:ate of said deceased, presented bv
Read W. l/)well. a son of said deceased.
Blithen A. Tripp. late of Par Harbor. in said county, deceased.
First
iceount
of
Blanche
I..
Tripp, administratrix. filed for settlement.
Leonard P. Kane, late of Surrv. in
said county, deceas'd.
First and final
account
of
Edmond
J.
Walsh, administrator. filed for settlement.
Amanda C. Thompson, late of Ellsworth. In said county, deceased.
First
md final account of C’HITord N. Thompson. executor, filed for settlement.
Brackett G. Archer, late of Mariaw-|lie. in said county, deceased.
First
*nd final account of Virn M Ijiughlin,
idministratrlx. filed for settlement.
Josle P. Bunker, late of Sullivan, in
said county deceased.
First and final
account
of W. P.
Blalsdeli. administrator. filed for settlement.
Spiro V. Bennis. late of Sullivan. In
said county, deceasd.
First and final
account of Fred
V.
Bennis. administrator. filed for settlement.
William Burnham, late of Philadelphia.
Pennsylvania, deceased
First
tind
final
account
of
Theodore J
Lewis. Edward O. McOollin and Girard
Trust Company, executors,
filed
for
settlement.
Huel p. Dorlty. late of Sedgwick, in
said county, deceased.
First account
c»r
Herbert
S.
Dority, administrator.
fil«d for settlement.
Willard Luckins of Surry, in said
b inal account of Albert
ounty.
F
Burnham, guardian, filed for settle-

h

en

t1,111 tel

KINO

*aid county, debased.
Petition that
Fred G. Orcutt or some other suitable
person be appointed administrator of
the estate or said deceased without
riving bond, presented by Fred O.
Dreutt. son of said deceased.
Henry A. Pall, late of Hancock. In
<aid county, deceased.
Petition thM
Mary H. Ball or some other suitable
person be
administrator
appointed
the estate or said deceased. presented
t»y Mary D. Pall, the widow of said d*

2iL?cik.rVor'

—

*,

V.arbor

ROBERT r. KINO.
A true copy.
Attest:
ROBERT P.

That notice thereof be f^iven to all
persons Interested, by causing a copy
of this order to be published three
weeks successively in The Ellsworth
a
American,
newsaper
published at
Ellsworth, in said county, that they
may appear at a probate court to be
held at Ellsworth on the sixth day
of
April A. D. 1920 at ten of the
clock in the forenoon .and be h«ard
thereon if they see cause.
Nehemlah H. Means, late of Ellsworth. in said county, deceased. A certain instrument purporting to be the
last will and testament of said deceased. together with petition for probate thereof, presented by Everett 8.
Means, the executor therein nnmd.
Aline Santin. late of Bar Harbor, in
said county, deceased.
A certain Instrument
Purporting to be the last
will and testament of said deceased,
for
together with petition
probate
thereof and for the appointment of the
executor
without
giving bond, presented by Thomas Searls. the executor
therein named.
James Murphy, late of Ellsworth, in
said county, deceased.
A certain instrument purporting to he the last will
and testament of said deceased, together with petition for probate thereof and for the appointment of the
executor
without
giving bond, presented by Michael Brady, the exectitor
therein named.
James U Treadwell, late of Amherst,
in said county, deceased.
A certain Instrument purporting to be the last will
and testament of said deceased, together with petition for probate thereof and for the appointment of the
executrix. Bertha R. Oetchell. without
giving bond, presented by Lyndon E
rrendwell. a beneficiary named in said
will.

said

Goodyear Double-Cure *11
Fabric, AU-Weather Tread

ES twen,y.ne

ORDERED

.*mnr

The 30x3-, 30x3l/2-, and 31x4-inch sizes of
Goodyear Tires are built to afford a money’s
worth in performance and satisfaction which
only the utmost in experience, resources

30* 3%

l£te

»

Mrs. Annie Stinson, who has been
employed at Stonington. caring for
Mrs. Mildred Thurlow. is at home.
Austin Smith, while working in
the woods recently, cut one hand

Goodyear Tire Economy for

and

the aame shall be paid
Edith H. Pray.
of R*r
In
said county,
deceased
count
of
A.
Stroud
Charles H. Wood, trustees
tlement.
Witness Bertrand E. Clark
Mid
Court
at
tconth day of March In

*,#

^
HARBY I* CRABTREE.
*
Judge of Kilsworth Mun.

Dated March 2. 1930.
A true copy.
,t„vity
Attest:
T. F. MAHONEY

^
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GUARD AGAINST
THEJill

Serious Outbreaks of Influenza
nil over North America

good health is the

SUREST SAFEGUARD
“FRUIT-A-TTVES” tarings Vigor

and

Vitality and Thua Protect*

Against jpis aaoe
be no doubt that the
There
situation regarding the spread of
Influenza throughout the country is
one of grave concern. Itisqu.e true
that tlie number of ccse3 doe* not
con.-titutean epidemic such nscuused
the suffering and sorrow during the
terrible days of 1018. Yet there is
can

disguising the fact that evervono
chould be on their guard against tho

no

disease.

...

In one city alone, from January
20th to February 21st, three thousarul,
of
one hundred and twenty-two cases
Influenza nnd 139 deaths from tho
wero
to
the
Health
disease
reported

Department.

If the outbreak bad como at tho

beginning of the winter instead of
the end, wo might reasonably feel

that tho very cold weal her would
chock the spread of the disease. Hut
coming as it has, at tho enu of tho
winter, there is gravo fear that an
epidemic may occur. For spring,
with its slush nnd rain under foot,
its dampness and clod, its constant
changing from cold to warm and
hack again, is a prolific source of

coughs and colds,

pleurisy and

pneumonia.
only

safeguard against

uio

iu

jiiuuxuL'ii,

tho

GOOD HEALTH.

’I-'lu, U,

Those who are not ns -well

and

strong as they should be ; those who

underweight; thoso who are
“run-down” through overwork or
sickness; should build up at once.
What they need is a Blood-purilier,
a body-builder, a strength-giver, like
are

"Fruit-a-tives

tho wonderful fruit

»

medicine.

“Fruit-a-tives>>

regulates the

Sidneys

and bowels, causing theso
organs to eliminate waste regularly
and naturally as nature intended.

“Fruit-a-tives” keeps the skin active,
and insures an abundant supply of
pure, rich blood. “Fruit-a-lives’•
tones up and strengthcus the organs
of

digestion, sharpens •'.he appetite,
brings restful sleep and renews the
vitality of tho

nervous

system.

“Fniit a-tives” contains everything
that an ideal tonic should have; to
purify the blood, to build up strength
and vigor, and to regulate tho
eliminat ing organs, so that the whole
sy : m would be in tho best possible
cfi
ia to resi t disease.
v is tho time to build
up your
heal h and strength, not
only as a
r rcci
n against tho
ravages of
Jr!*'.
hut also to protect you
1 ■

*e"v

"spring fever" and tho

:

inevitable reaction which

comes

with

the ai y araneo of warmer weather.
(r:t a
X of “Fruit-a-tives"
today
*et this fruit medicine keep you
wc-ll.

"Fruit-a-three ** is sold by ail
GOc a box, (i boxes for
T-.iX),trial size 2TrC, or sent postpaid on
receipt of pri-e hv I TU IT-A TTVE3

‘Jnuted, OGDEh.riHUHG, N.Y.
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BRIDE
By ALVAH

J. GARTH

*
_

(Copyright, mo. Weii.m N„w.p.„er
There was no reason
why Rloliard
(".vde should not be a happy man. He
had a beautiful
a

home,

loving wife,
a
daughter good and beautiful. His
business cares were nominal In a hnndsomely furnished office, where he answered a few letters and had
a steady
Income from a prosperous
investment

business.

The worm In the bud was
fancied
Clyde had leisure to nurture
all kinds of dismal
forebodings. Thus,
for a year a slight
siege of rheumatism
had magnified Into
locomotor ataxln,
nnd for double that
period of time losing weight was laid to anemia. When
Ids physician had
dispersed the Anal
symptoms of both distresses, Clyde
looked around for some new
ailment
—and found it—a wen 1
It Is simply a growth In no
wise
connected with the nerves or
arteries,
harmless as a wart or corn,” his
physician told Clyde. “The
slightest operation In the world will remove
it entirely, for it has no roots."
"No cutting or
slashing, or blood
poisoning for me!” objected Clyde,
with vigor. ”1 shall let it
develop till
we see what comes of it”
“Nothing will come from it except
vagaries," tersely responded the physician, but the wen became a petted
idlosyncracy of the impressible Clyde.
He nursed It, he measured It
dally.
He thought of It the first
thing In the
morning, and the Inst thing at night.

illness.

**5

man

iiio

earning

Kimrura

It

rroni

contact

as

though

wrench might tear It loose and
drench him with his life blood.
He
studied up tumors, enneers and goitres.
One afternoon a stranger entered the
a

Clyde office. Its proprietor had been
rending an article In a medical Journal of

a

case

that bore

a

very distant

analogy to his own, where abrasion,
metallic poisoning and Inflammation
had raised a lump the size of an egg
on the foot of a man in
England. The
Instance persisted In monopolizing
Clyde’s thought, nud he was nervous.
Irritable, and scowled at the caller.
“Mr. Clyde," spoke the latter, a wellgroomed, refined appearing young man
with a slight air of timidity, "I have
come to see you about a
subject of
great Importance to myself.
I suppose you don’t remember me."
“I don’t," responded Clyde, gruffly,
barely glancing at the card tendered
and scanning the name It bore. Then
a faint recollection of
having seen a
person resembling his visitors among
guests of his daughter at a house
party enrne to him.
Before he could
speak, however, there was a sudden
and startling Interruption.
Overhead there was a terrific detonation, then a sound of crashing glnss.
From windows overhead there rained
down outside a shower of brittle particles.
Bits of plaster from the ceiling fell all about the desk. Frantic
cries and rushing footsteps on the
floor above told of an unusual commotion.
“An explosion! There's a chemical
concern overhead 1” gasped Clyde.
He
struggled to his feet. His visitor
his
arm
and as he noticed the
grasped
hallway without rapidly filling with vapor, rushed thither, urging, dragging,
half carrying the shaken Clyde with
him.
The latter gave utterance to a
terrible yell.
“My arm ! Bet go I The wen I” but
he was forced to the nearest elevator,
crowded with excited people, and

Agitated, bareheaded, Clyde stood
on
the ground floor, confused and
frightened ns a second detonation fairly shook the building. Then In a rnlnnte or two a building employee came
down.
He quieted the fears of the
muddled group by announcing that two
explosions hnd occurred, a fire started, but quickly extinguished, and
no further danger.
Timorously Clyde
back to his office.
He shuddered as he noted the effect of the second explosion. A great
hole had been torn In the celling, driving down the heavy plaster and a
shattered beam. Had he retained his
seat at the desk he would have been
maimed or killed.
“Where’s the fellow who dragged me
out, Just In time?” he panted. “I owe
him everything. His card? Ah, here
It Is—‘Ronald Weston.’”
"Oh, papa! are you safe?” cried an
anxious voice, and Wanda Clyde stood
la thp doorway.
“Incredible!” ejaculated Clyde, as
something rolled down his Inside
sleeve Into his hand. “The wen!”
There It was, the object of so much
Interest and worry, clean swept from
Its place by the vigorous handling he
had received from his rescuer. Clyde
tore off his coat, rolled up his sleeve.
Clean as a whistle, he had been bereft
of the crowning burden of his fancied
ailments 1
‘Ronald Weston,'" he again read
from the card, “ne must be found at
once!
Wanda, a strange young man
has saved my life! And he delivered
me from the frightful menace of that
No telephone number.”
wen !
“It Is 2904 Central, and his address
Is 227 East Seventh avenue."
"Why, how do you know that?” fairly shouted her father.
“Because—because—oh, papa !” fluttered Wanda, “he came to see you
about me. We are engaged, and he
wants your permission to marry me.”
“He can have it!” declared the Jubilant Clyde.
“Saved my life!
Delivered me from the power of that hateful wen. Yes—you both have by blessing 1”
j
went
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eu said if
you could buy
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Well!—Here’s ‘‘your dream
come true!’
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Bright
eyes

Dull eyes and that disagreeable,
listless feeling are usually the first
signs of a bilious condition. A
tablespoonful of “L. F.” Atwood’s
Medicine should be taken promptly
to stimulate the action of the liver,
bowels and other digestive organs.
This household remedy never fails
to bring quick relief and may ward
off a serious attack of indigestion.
Sufferers from biliousness should
have a bottle always on hand, and
take small doses regularly as a precaution. This will tone the stomach
and keep the entire system healthy
and normal.
Don’t experiment with unknown
widely advertised pills and tablet*
that may contain acetanilid or other
coal-tar derivatives. The true "L.
F." has established a splendid reputation through 60 years of unchanging quality, and is well worth the
confidence it enjoys. It has been used
in many families with
beneficial
unvarying
results for three generations. Get a bottle
today. Most druggists
and storekeepers carry
it. A large bottle, 60
doses for 60c, or a free
sample from the “L.
F.” Medicine Co., Portland, Maine.

Cranberry Isles.
Mrs. Vida Crosby, who has been
in Bar Harbor hospital three weeks,
Is expected home this week.
Mrs. Frank Johnson gave a party
Wednesday evening. Six tables of
whist were enjoyed.
Delicious refreshments were served.
Neil MacLauchlin and wife left
last week for Hallowell.
George Stanley, who has spent the
winter with Lewis Stanley and family. went to Northeast Harbor last
week.
Charles Young of Otter Creek
spent a few days recently with Wilbert Rice and wife.
Charles Spurting lost his horse re-

Slippery Fog

■

By DORA MOLLAN
(©, 1919, by McClure Newspaper Syndicate.!

If you had been unceremoniously
hustled out of a beloved city and deposited in a furnished seashore cottage, left in a most disreputably untidy condition by its previous occupants ; if for the first three days after your arrital It had fogged so persistently, insistently and consistently that the windows might as well
have been blank walls; if you had
nothing more interesting to read thnn
a
month before last’s magazine, and
nothing more Inspiring to look at than
a framed print of a Gargantuan mosquito biting the elephantine leg of nn
amazingly corpulent lady; if at intervals of 30 seconds the damp silence
was broken by the dismal,
prolonged
wall of a fog siren; and if, to top It
ail, your but-Just-returned and beloved soldier-husband—to whose recently acquired pnsslon for the open
all these present miseries could be
traced—had departed on a business
trip which to you did not seem to be
the least bit necessary, would you,
or would you not, provided
you are
a
young married woman, have done
what Sally Anne did. I wonder?
When the time set by Jerry for his
return came and passed without a
word; after Sally Anne had opened
the door at least 20 times, peering into the impenetrable wall of fog In
vain, each time turning back to a
more resentful contemplation of the
fat lady's plump member, she plunged

lapel.
“Why, yes,” answered Jerry

cently.

Mary Bulger.

Miss Hilda Bulger is employed at
Richard Stanley's.
March 15.
“Rooney.”

Surry.
Miss Hope Joy spent a few days recently in Bangor.
Mrs. Charles Osgood spent a few
days recently in Milo with her
daughters.
Eudolph Kane went to dherryfleld
Thursday.
Congratulations are extended to
Mr. and Mrs. Frank Bragdon on the
birth of a daughter, born March 8.
Congratulations are extended to
I’rin. Lloyd Dunham and wife on the
birth of a daughter.
March 15.
"L.

Amherst.
Mrs. Ausbrey Jordan,
who has
been in Bangor, caring for her sister,
who was ill, was called home by the
Illness of her husband.
Mrs. L. E. Crosby, who has been
in Brewer for the winter, is home.
Mary Kenniston, who teaches in
Newport, is home for two weeks’
vacation.
Mr. and Mrs. Cecil Crosby and
family, who have spent the winter in
Aurora, are home.
Alvin Giles is driving the Bangor
mail and F. O. Silsby the Ellsworth
stage.
March 15.
S.
Mt. Desert Ferry.
Harvard Carter, wife and daughter
Hester of Old Town are here for a
week.
Galen Dow and wife, who have
spent the winter in Ellsworth, are expected home this week.
George Hopkins and wife of Bar
Harbor spent the week-end with Mrs.
Hopkins’ parents, Augustus Carter
and wife.
Congratulations are extended to
Mr. and Mrs. Fred Solari, formerly
Miss Laura Spratt, upon the birth of
a son, born March 19.
March 22.
C.
-o-

Trenton.
Mrs. Clarence Brown has entered
the Bar Harbor hospital for treatment.
Mrs. Roger Marble was in Eastbrook last week, called there by the
illness of her mother, Mrs. Belle

Googins.
Mrs. Roy Davis, with little granddaughter, is visiting her daughter,
Mrs. Harry Davis.
and
Howe
Isabel Marshall
and
Bar
Harold Hopkins, students at
Harbor high school, are home for
vacation.
their Easter
W.
March 22.
Woman loves a clear, rosy complexBurdock Blood Bitters is splen
ion.
did for purifying the blood,clearing the
All
skin, restoring sound digestion.
druggists sell it. Price, $1.25.
-o-

Over- Enthusiastic.
Once in a while yon meet a friend
who is so glad of a chance to help yon
out of trouble that he is almost willing to help you into some for the sake
of showing you.

sibly, unpardoriably wicked, was it?
And he danced wonderfully, Jerry—
and I love it
me.”

"Sally!
that you

The

Fog-Muffled Sounds

of

Music.

suddenly from the immaculate heights
lifetime of the utmost correctdown Into the depth of—attending, alone and unchaperoned, a public dance!
Fleeing desperately from her boredom, Sally Anne felt her way to the
end of the little beach street and
there took a trolley for a mile or so
to a mammoth pavilion she had noted
on the
day of her arrival, where a
great
sign read, “Dancing Every
of

a

ness

Evening."
A long flight of steps led toward
circles of blurred light, from beyond
which came the fog-muffled sounds of
music.
Halfway up a ticket booth
challenged. The tone of the man behind the grating was firm:
"No
ladies

without escorts admitted.”
A long arm reached over Sally
Anne’s shoulder, a bill was thrust
through the opening. A deep voice
said “Two.” A hand grasped her elbow lightly and the same voice remarked pleasantly, "I'm so glad you
came.
Hurry and we can make this
waltz.”
Sally Anne loved to dance—and
could.
So could her partner, as she
soon discovered.
He was taller, much,
but In the creeping mfst which sifted
In at doorways and windows and
through which the half hundred
couples circled weirdly. It was difficult to get a clear impression of his
features.
That the tall man was a
courteous gentleman was self-evident;
the floor and the music were good.
Aside from a few tweaks of conscience Just at first, Sally Anne thoroughly enjoyed the evening.
They
danced much, sat out and talked
some. The strange man, without giving a ghost of a hint as to his Identity, mentioned his services overseas.
He told some amusing experiences,
Incidentally referring to his top sergeant and often to his first lieutenant, but never calling them by name.
A couple nearby spoke of the hour,
which was late. Hurriedly Sally Anne
started up. saying she must go at
once.
Suddenly a full realization of
what she had done came to her. Her
escort walked silently down the steps
beside her. At the bottom Sally Anne
suggested nervously that he leave her
there; she could get Jiome safely. The
tall man whistled sharply; a cOupelet appeared out of the mist. “Take
the lady to the address she gives you,
Henry," he ordered. Then he

assist-'

so—

Are

and you

you

trying

never

to

tell

take
me

Blake’s fair unknown?”
“Yes,” replied Sally Anne, bravely.
“Can you forgive me, Jerry—this first
and last time?”
“There’s no room in my heart for
blame, dear; it’s too full of thankfulness that
it was Blake’s hands you
fell into. If some bounder had insulted you! But it would have been my
fault for bringing you here and then
leaving you as I did. Guess I sort of
forgot you weren’t a soldier. Guess
I need some reconstructing, dear, as
a husband.”
“But how about having Captain
Blake here, Jerry?”
“Sure we’ll have him.
Blake’s a
man—a big man.
His kind would understand. He'll know you just slipped
bn the fog.”
were

Plants Have Eyes.
Moat people are aware that potatoes
have eyes, but how many know that
certain common garden and wild flowers

are

ESGAPED AN
OPERATION
By Taking Lydia E. Pin!
ham’s Vegetable Compound.
Many Such Cases.
■

Cairo, 111. —“Sometime ago I got
bad with female trouble that I thougi

rriMl'IlUMlillllllllllll1

would have to l

uperuiAMj
a bad

uri.

.•

1 na.l

displacemen
My right aide would
pain me and I was

nervous I cou I
not hold a glass t.
water. Mariytimi
I would have to sto
my work and s
down or I would fall
on
the floor in
faint.
I consulted
several doctors ami
so

..

wiic

vtvjj

uuiu me

wiic saint

uui

x

K.epr.

to keep from having the operaI had read so many times of Lydin
E. Pinkham’s Vegetable Compound and
it helped my sister so I began
taking it.
I have never felt better than I have
since then and I keep house and am able
to do all my work. The Vegetable Compound is certainly one grand medicine.’*
—Mrs. J. R. Matthews, 3311 Sycamore
Street, Cairo, 111.
Of course there are many serious cases
that only a surgical operation will relieve. We freely
acknowledge this, but
the above letter, and many others like it,
that
amply prove
many operations are
recommended when medicine in many
cases is all that is needed.
If you want special advice write to
Lydia E. Pinkham Medicine Co. (confi-

fighting
tion.

dential) T.vnn, Mass.

puz-

zled.
“Then I think, Jerry, it’s up to you
to decide whether you want him or
not.”
“I don’t quite get you, Sally.” Jerry tried to lift the little head from
his shoulder but didn’t succeed.
“I
want you to like my captain; he’s a
mighty fine man.”
“I do,” half laughed, half cried Sally. "Oh. Jerry, you haven’t an idea
how lonesome I was here without
you—in that awful fog.
And then
when you didn’t come last night I
thought you didn't care, and it seemed
as though
I should go mad without
some one to talk to.
And, Jerry, he
talked a lot about his first lieutenant
—and that’s you though, though I
didn’t suspect it at the time; so it
wasn’t so horribly, awfully, impos-

Miss Myrtle Stanley, who has been
employed at Northeast Harbor, is
home.
Elmer Spurling is spending a few
weeks with his grandmother, Mrs.

Frank Jordan shipped Monday on
the Henrietta Whitney.
H. Marie Osgood is home for a
week from Castine normal school.
Guy Jordan and Merrill Carter are
home from Bucksport seminary.
Miss Ethel Morgan and Angie
Treworgy are home from Milo for
two weeks.
Ethel Lord has gone to North
Brooklin to teach.
Paul Clark came home Monday.
March 22.
L.

od Sally Into the car, thanked her for
very pleasant evening, lifted his hat
and closed the door.
The next morning dawned bright
and sunny.
To Sally Anne the fog
and her dereliction of the night be’re seemed a dream.
She preferred
o think of them
as such.
But she
•'•ruldn’t help pondering a little as to
who the tall man might be.
He had
not appeared to be any more familiar
with the place than herself.
Jerry’s cheerful signal whistle from
down the street interrupted these
thoughts before Sally had decided
just how and when to “'fess up" to her
escapade. Of course she would do
it sooner or later; she had never kept
anything from Jerry yet, and t»he
wasn’t going to begin now.
Almost before the first hug and kiss
were
over
Jerry sprung the news.
His beloved captain was spending the
summer nearby.
It seemed they had
Just met at the station. “Blnke’s wife
Isn't here yet," Jerry explained; “she
stayed In town to go to some social
hlgh-jinks—thought she was going to
have a fine chance to show him oft.
Blake hates that sort of thing, so he
skipped. They had some sort of tiff,
I Imagine. Guess that, or the fog or
something got the old boy’s goat, because he
told me about going up to
that big public dance hall last night.
Picked up some fair mystery and
danced with her all evening—said she
wore a wedding ring and didn’t act as
though she were used to being out
ulone.
That sort of thing Isn’t In
Blake’s line usually."
Sally Anne thanked her lucky stars
that Jerry couldn’t see her face. She
didn't reply.
“How would you like
It If I did a thing 'like that?” Jerry
asked.
"How would you like It If I did?”
counter-questioned Sally.
“That's a proposition I refuse to
consider because it’s inconceivable,”
replied Jerry in a voice he seldom
used. “By the way, dear, I asked
Captain Blake to lunch tomorrow—
is It all right?”
“Is be a tall, dark man with a deep
voice, Jerry?” Sally Anne’s head was
pressed close to her husband’s coat
»

similarly equipped?

The nasturtium, begonia,
clover,
woodsorrel and bluebell, among others,
have eyes placed on their leaves. They
are tiny protuberances, filled with a
transparent, gummy mixture, which
focuses the rays of light upon a sensitive patch of tissue behind them.
A nasturtium plant has thousands of
such “eyes” on Its leaves, but It is not
yet known if the plant can actually see.
Are the sense Impressions telegraphed
to some central nerve corresponding
with the brain of the animal kingdom?
In addition to this visual organ,
many plants show a sensitiveness that
points to further resemblance to animals; while certain seaweeds and
mosses In an early stage of their existence are able actually to swim
through the water.

MOORE’S PHARMACY'.

Catarrh Will Qo
Help Comes in Two Minutes—Complete Relief in a Few Weeks.
Don’t go on hawking yourself sick
every morning; it’s cruel, it's harmful
and it's unnecessary.
If after breathing Hyomei, the wonder-worker. you are not rid of vile catarrh, you can have your money back.
No stomach dosing—just take the little hard rubber pocket inhaler that
comes with each outfit, and pour into
it a few drops of Hyomei.
Breathe it
according to directions. In two minutes it will relieve you of that stuffed
up feeling.
Use it daily, and in a few
weeks you should be entirely free from
catarrh.

Breathing Hyomei is a very pleasant
and certain way to kill catarrh germs
Get a Hyomei outfit to-day.
It’s
sold by druggists everywhere with
guarantee to quickly and safely end
catarrh,
croup,
coughs, coids. sore
throat and bronchitis, or money back;
it s inexpensive.
Charles E. Alexander
can supply you.

EU'O-NA
Ends
It

indigestion

relieves stomach

misery,

sour

stout*

ach, belching and all stomach disease ot
money bac ktg Large box of tablets M
cents.

Druggists

in all towns.

GLYCERINE MIXTURE
SURPRISES ELLSWORTH
The quick action of simple glycerine, buckthorn bark, etc., as mixed
in Adler-i-ka, is surprising.
One
spoonful relieves ANY CASE gas on
stomach or sour stomach. Adler-i-ka
acts
on
BOTH upper and lower
bowel and removes all foul accumulated matter which poisoned stomach.
Often
CURES
constipation. Prevents appendicitis.
One lady reports
she has no more pain in back of
head or gas on stomach since using
Adler-i-ka.
C. E. Alexander, drug-

gist.

GO TO THE RESCUE
Wait
j Don’t
low the

’Till It’s Too Late—Folof an Ellsworth
Citizen.
Rescue the aching back.
If it keeps on aching, trouble may

Example

come.

Often it indicates kidney weakness.
If you neglect the kidneys’ warn-

ing,

Look out for urinary disorders.
This Ellsworth citizen will show

Spinning Top.
you how to go to the rescue.
A spinning top is kept from falling
Mrs. Emma N. Burke. 13
Liberty
because of the speed with which it St., says: “Some years ago I suffered
revolves.
The attraction of gravita- considerably from kidney and bladMy back pained me,
tion Is temporarily overcome by the dertrouble.
when I had to stand on my
centrifugal force produced by the ro- especially
feet any length of time.
I had other
tation of the top when It is spun. Each
distressing kidneys disorders, too. I
part of the top is subject to the saw Doan’s
Kidney Pills highly adsame centrifugal force as each other vertised
and I got a supply from C.
part at the same distance from the E. Alexander's drug store.
I reA

axis of rotation end to no greater
force, so that there Is no cause for
the top being pulled In any particular direction by the force of gravity.
As
soon
as
the centrifugal force
begins to lessen because of lessening
speed of rotation the attraction of
gravity begins to be exerted again and
the top begins to wabble.
When the
spinning motion diminishes to such an
extent that the attraction of gravity
becomes greater than the centrifugal
force the top falls to one side.

ceived great benefit from the first
and
I
can
certainly recommend
Doan’s Kidney Pills highly.”
Price 60c, at all dealers.
Don’t
simply ask for a kidney remedy—
get Doan’s Kidney Pills—the same
that Mrs. Burke had.
Foster-Milburn Co., Mfgrs., Buffalo. N. Y.

Object Achieved.
One object aimed at in
changing
styles is to make the old photograph*
look ridiculous.—Toledo Blade.

Ll.ll'flll.L REUNION,
the little room that used to be hie and
still was his. In fact, for his mother
InlwstlBg Galhi-rinji of OKI-Home
kept the bed ready for his occupancy
Folks in Boston.
and had never touched any of his beThe annual Bluehlll reunion was
held March 11, at Sewall hall, and
longings except {o clean them—not
while not the exact date of the aneven
a
:
pile of read-from-cover-toniversary of the separation of Maine
cover, out-of-date magazines.
from Massachusetts, it was so near
In the afternoon Oliver went out for
to March 15. the actual date of the
a walk, desirous of renewing acquaintadmission of Maine to the Union,
He
he
knew
everyanceships.
thought
that a vote was passed in recognition
By R. RAY BAKER
and
con1920.
Western
that
In
lived
(Copyright.
Newspaper
Union)
Plalnwell,
body
of the anniversary and commemoratnumwas
at
the
sequently
surprised
“You’re slipping, Bross.” observed ing the event.
(&. 1920, by McClure Newspaper Syndicate.)
ber of new faces. However, the town j
This vote was offered by Col. C. S.
Mr. Ralph Warren, employer of MarItself seemed to have undergone few vin
who stated in his remarks
From her place on the office wall
late
Bross. "Down
mornings, Ober,
that
on the night of March 11. 1865.
changes.
the girl watched Oliver Randall’a
till
of
the
half
out
office
noon,
sleepy
j Just fifty-five years earlier, he was
“Hello, Oliver,” he heard a voice an hour before quitting time.
every move. The deep, dark eyes folIt
doing picket duty in Virginia, opbehind him call as be walked along won't do.
lowed him about the room; the ruby
Watch your step!”
posite Lee’s Hues. Col. Ober spoke
the main street. “Don’t you recognize
lips smiled at him continuously.
Bross was attentive, but unheeding.
of his experiences as a soldier more
Oliver was in love with the girl. He
your friends?"
A. month later, when someone asked
liiH serthan half a century ago.
He turned and saw two girls stand- Mr. Warren about the young man, the
had always admired dark-eyed, darkvices ended with Lee's surrender at
For
a
on
him.
haired girls, and this one satisfied his
the
walk
behind
ing
Appomattox.
response came:
Later Col. Ober was elected presirequirements as to an ideal. He knew moment he suneyed them, or rather !
“Drifting. He was a pleasant, acassocihe would marry her if he could.
rich
one of them, who had wreaths of
commodating young fellow, but he , dent of the Bluehlll Reunion
red hair flowing down over a set of Idled his time away. Not vicious, nor j ation. and Mrs. Charles A. Stover was
Oliver was rising rapidly in the real
elected secretary and treasurer.
black furs. From behind a black muff dissipated. Just caught with the glare
estate business, and in a year or two
As a part of the evening's prothe face peered, and It was a rather
would he in more than comfortable
of the town and it dazzled him. Startgram, Miss Joy Hinckley spoke of
financial circumstances. He needed a
roguish face, albeit covered with frank- Bd wrong somehow In choosing bis her experiences in France as a memness and freckles.
wife for an incentive, and, besides,
business career, and Indolence and
j ber of the Harvard medical unit, but
"Irene!" he exclaimed, going to her carelessness have done the rest.”
he was lonely; for In the big city he
Miss Hinckley was too modest to
and grasping a dainty Uttle hand.
had few companions aside from busi"Slipping, drifting and then down wear the decoration conferred upon
ness associates.
“Irene, you certainly are looking fine." and out I" These were the three for- her by King George.
Arthur Havlln. who was in the
She was one girl he was not afraid of. midable phases that contended with
"If I could find the right girl I’d
He talked with her several minutes, well meaning, but happy go-lucky Mar- j Yankee division, among the first to
marry her—if she’d let me,” Oliver
go to France, and who was wounded
and somehow the girl on the wall
rln Bross and won the contest. He
had often said, but the right one never
in the service, told something of
seemed forgotten.
It certainly did bad come from a quiet country town
seemed to come along. Moreover, he
what he saw in France.
It was inwith
seem
to
see
and
converse
where he would have been a success
good
was one of the backward kind when it
teresting to be told that one of the
Irene again.
He had forgotten about with his easy-going, smiling ways and
came to young women, and he doubtnurses in the hospital at Bordeaux,
her, but he was sure she had not been familiarity with local business meth- where Mr. Havlin was finally taken
ed his ability to bring himself to the
point of proposing. Women frightened so attractive In the days when he used ods. and the city. Instead of being an lifter he was wounded, was a Blueto live In Platnwell and call her his
him ; they made him self-conscious.
Impetus to ambition, became a pleas- hill girl. Miss Alice Wescott.
The following were present:
girl. He so far forgot the calendar ant hunting ground for variety and
Oliver Randall never had a girl—
.Utti no
nuu
V-l/lUU
uc,
except back in the old home town of girl that he asked Irene If he could enjoyment.
Ober, Miss May
Ober, Miss AdeThe last phase of Marvin's reckless
Plainwell, where he used to aspire to call on her that evening, and she
laide
Mrs.
Emma
Pearson,
King,
the hand of Irene Earle. Now Oliver,
agreed with alacrity.
experience became very manifest to Mrs. Addle
May Fredericks. Solon
While walking home after meeting him, as one chilly winter evening,
away from the old home for a year
and wife, Everett Marks
Candage
her on the street, Oliver suddenly
and a half, laughed at Irene, with her
homeless, out of money and work, he and wife, F. W. Sawyer and wife. Mr.
came to, as It were.
He reallxed how
red hair and freckles.
crept into the hallway of a public
and
Mrs.
Maude
Harding, Miss
he had forsaken the calendar girl in building and crouched behind a radiBut the girl on the wall—Oliver
Perry, Mrs. Sweet, Miss Fannie
His
first
his
ator.
act, therefore,
loved her deeply; at least he thought
thoughts.
Sweet, Miss Josephine Sweet, Harvey
S. Saunders and wife, G. G. Saunders,
“Looks seedy, but he’s sober,” obhe loved her, and thought has a lot to ! on reaching his room was to take her
Miss Jennie Powers, Miss Minnie J.
from
her
a
his
suitcase
and
on
served one of two night watchmen a
do with it. He had never talked with i
hang
her, had not even seen her outside the nail over the bed. Still he was not little later. “Here!” with a shake of Tobin, Mrs. F. C. Giddings, Arthur
quite so enthusiastic as he had been Marvin's arm, "where did you come Havlln. F. G. Havlin and family. Mrs.
Annie Howe, Miss Esther Boyden.
about her.
from?”
U! i I
Mrs. Charles A. Stover. Miss B.
jiuc
cveuiug
passru
|
Abram. Mrs. Emma Austin, Miss
quickly. Irene made fudge and played j tlemen.” remarked Marvin pleasantly, | Gertrude Townsend. Miss Helen Joy
the ptnno, and those were Oliver's two I “but where I'm going to if you turn
Hinckley, Miss Madge Hinckley, Mrs.
weaknesses—fudge and piano music. me out of this warm nest. I’ve had George A. Clougn, William P. Clough
And how Irene could stir up sweet- i had luck. What do you do In cases
and wife. Amos G. Stover, Miss Abby
Wood.
Mrs.
Clara
David
tasting things with a spoon, and bow lika miner"
Chute,
Emerson. E. F. Conary. Miss Alice
she could stir up sweet-sounding tilings
"He looks of the right sort, only
with the ivory keys.
down at heel,” observed the other offl- Osgood, C. F. Newcomb and wife. L.
W. Peters and wife, Charles Henry
It was a good old-fashioned eve- cer. "I would say No Man's Port He
Clough, Walter Bisset. Roy Grindle,
ning. at least It seemed old-fashioned j looks the kind Old Salty favors.”
Alex W. Grieve, J. J. Love and wife,
“All right, take him there,” came \
to Oliver, fresh from the city, and he
Miss Maud W. Bacon. Carl M. HinckI
minute.
He
fell
the
“See
beneath
here, my man,
response.
enjoyed every
ley, Ormand Gray and wife.
the spell of his "old girl” In the old you’re grazing vagrancy and the mu-oso
with
town, and he liked It. Before either nicipal court,
go
my partner
Pretty Marsh.
of them realized It they were speak- and see what Old Salty can do with
Harvey P. Freeman of Rockland
visited at Capt. H. L. Newell’s recentIng of things that were tinged with you.”
“And who is Old Salty, If I may lythe sentimental, and yet they did not
Hilda Smith and Lewis Smallidge
seem
sentimental, because the two ask?" propounded Marvin.
had talked of them before and made
“Every man's friend who deserves have returned to Gilman high school,
Northeast Harbor,
for the spring
them sound matter of fact by their a chance. He'll be your free landlord I
term.
Of course that was a for a night, anyhow."
repetition.
Josephine Gray, who teaches at
Marvin followed the officer. He was
year and a half ago.
Newport spent a short vacation at
There was no resisting the Fates, curious, interested as they reached a
home.

\

SYRUP CANS

THE GIRL ON
THE WALL

j
j

MAKE, HEAVIEST MATERIAL, IMMEDIATE
SHIPMENT, DELIVERED TO YOUR NEAREST

BEGST

K. It. STATION BY FltKIOHT OK
ALSO FOR

ROUND BOTTOM STORAGE

MONITOR GATHERING TANKS
COM

EXPRESS

1MIKD1ATK SHIPMENT

TANKS

MUM CATS WITH ITS TO-DAY

THE LEADER EVAPORATING CO.,

BURLINGTON, VT.

SUGAR
Choice white granulated sugar shipped to any address in Maine express prepaid for

j
j

$21.00 per hundred weight
Check
I

or

Money Order

must be sent with all

have several tons of sugar

and

can

on

orders.
hand

ship any quantity.

F. C. MURPHY
EAST PORT, MAINE

p. O. BOX 432
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store.

bungnlows, not a limpid, gushing your fleet, Salty.”
The queerest appearing man Marvin
discussion, but sane and practical.
The situation did not develop into had ever met nodded and regarded
this new recruit with one probing eye.
an out-and-out proposal of marriage.
That would be a trifle too sudden for He looked the retired old mariner
either of them, after this year and a complete. He had also only one arm
half of separation; but when Oliver and was battered up otherwise like
left Irene’s home he was treading the j some son of battle.
“You seem to need a meal nnd a
skies, and the moon was shining as it
had never shone before, and the stars bed,” he observed to Marvin. “Dream
over having found a free harbor and
were exchanging mysterious winks.
Oliver entered his room and switched have a talk with me in the morning,"
on the light
The black eyes of the and he led Marvin into another room
girl on the wall popped at him, some- where a frugal but wholesome table
what accusingly It seemed, and her was spread, and then to one of the
dozen
partitioned-off compartments
ruby lips smiled.
He stood at the foot of the bed and supplied with clean, comfortable cots.
In the morning he questioned Marvin
surveyed her critically with his eyes.
''You’re a nice-looking girl,” he ob- in a fatherly way and said:
“You talk right, now to get feeling
served, “but you can’t make fudge,
and you can’t play the piano, and— right The matter with you is that
well, really you're not of any use, ex- you have lost your bearings. Suppose
cept to tell me the day of the week, I find them for you—will you try to
and the date of the month, and the do me credit?”
it you mean a jot>,
month of the year; and I can keep
replied Marvin
I’ve had my
track of them without you.”
eagerly, "just try me.
lesson.”
He took her from the wall.
Before the day was over Old Salty
Boom 1
Downstairs the old clock
The boom was re- who was one of those philanthropists
got into action.
who do a good deal for humanity withpeated eleven times.
With care Oliver tore the gtr! from out saying much, had secured Marthe calendar.
The date part he re- vin a position as attendant to a young
turned to his suitcase while the girl man, a confirmed invalid, going South
for his health. For five months Marwas put to repose In the waste basket.
“Red hair beats black hair all to vin applied himself diligently to his
pieces,” Oliver observed as he crawled duties. He was well paid and when
the invalid died his parents made Marinto bed ten minutes Ihter.
vin a grateful present of a thousand
dollars. He was a new and welcome
Vigilance Committees.
The first vigilance committee of Marvin when he reported to Old Salty.
“You’ve stood the test,” remarked
prominence was organized In
San
Francisco In Jone, 1851, when the the old mariner. "Now, then, to get
back to the old basis. My lad, you
crimes of desperadoes who had Immigrated to the-gold fields were rapidly made a mistake when you left peace
Increasing in numbers. Similar com- and plenty for the city. You took the
mittees were common in other parts wrong road. A man can never mend a
of California and in the mining dis- mistake without going back direct to
tricts of Idaho and Montana. Commit- the original environment and starting
tees or societies of somewhat the same
In all fresh again. Jog your memory.
nature were formed in the Southern
When and how did you come to start
states during the reconstruction
down that wrong road.”
period, from 1865 to 1872, to protect white
Memory did not fall Marvin, and he
families from negroes and "carpetbag- winced and looked sad. How clearly
gers," and besides these there were the did he recall that last talk with pretty
Ku-Klux Klan and Its branches, the
Lucy Davenal back at his home town,
Knights of the White Camelia, the he Insistent upon venturing a business
Pale Faces and the Invisible
Empire career In the city, she refusing to even
of the South, the
principal object of think of wedding a man who would
which was to control the
take a wife into a dreaded unknown,
negroes by
striking them with terror.
Then
away from home and friends.
he had gone his willful way—down the
wrong road.
Prize for New York Museum.
“Go back and take the right one,”
A specimen of the giant
panda, be
directed Old Salty. “Write this senlleved to be the only one ever
broughr
who probably is
to this country, has been
plnced on slble young lady,
exhibition in the New York Museum
mourning over you every day, that
of Natural History. The skin was oil
you are coming back to confess you’ve
made a mistake and begin anew.”
tained from a missionary in western
A month later dear Old Salty smiled
China and mounted by
Frederick
Blaschke.
The animal, although rebenevolently as he read a note from
sembling somewhat a black bear, is Marvin Bross.
"I took the road to yesterday, as
really a distant relative of the raccoon.
It has a striking black and white pelt
you advised me,” it said—"and oh 1
what a pleasant one leading to the
and a short muzzle. Almost
nothing Is
tomorrows of happiness and p»»ee!”
known of its habits.

and

j
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Surveyed

Her

Critically.

office. She had been presented to him
by the mail carrier, and she came
rolled in a cardboard tube. She was
a

picture

on

a

calendar, advertising

Insurance.
It was not yet time lor the girl on
the wall to assume her duties of keeping Oliver posted regarding the dates.
It was two weeks before the calendar
went Into effect, but Oliver could not
bear to keep the girl rolled In the
tube or shut in the darkness of a desk
drawer.
So she was put to work fourteen
days ahead of time, so that Oliver
could feast his eyes on her while he
worked. She inspired him.
“I must find that girl,” he decided,
and he conferred with an acquaintance who had
something to do with
the printing business, In order to ascertain whether it was physically possible to satisfy his desires. If the girt
was only the child of an artist’s brain
his chances would be slim.
The friend’s verdict was encourag-

ing.
one » h rem pri an rignt,'
He said.
“This is a half-tone engraving made
from an actual photograph."
Then Oliver got to scrutinizing feminine faces that passed him on the
streets and looking through cafe windows, and scanning the countenances
of store clerks and movie theater audiences and elevator girls.
Of course, the quest was hopeless,
but it furnished diversion for a young
man who had nothing to do when he
was not at the office.
The only real
way to learn the whereabouts of the
original of the girl on the wall was
to correspond with the makers of the
calendar, and he could not quite bring
himself to display so much inquisitiveness.
Press of business kept Oliver in the
city during the Christmas holidays,
but he made arrangements for spending December 31 and January 1 in the
old home town. It would be his first
visit since leaving the place, and while
it held few attractions as a town, due
to the fact that he had outgrown it
he wanted to see his parents, who had
always lived there and who no doubt
would complete their lives there.

He arrived on the rooming of
81st and was met by his parents
modest automobile, in which he
conveyed to the house where he
bom and grew up.
It seemed rather good to look

the
in a,
was
was

Into

-o---

and removed from our midst
Brother Merle Brown, let it be
Resolved. That In his going nayside
grange. No. 476. has lost a beloved
member who had not yet reached machain

turity; and be it
Resolved, That the brotherhood of
llayslde grange. No. 476. cause the
charter to be draped for e. period of 30
days, a copy of these resolutions be
spread upon the records, one sent to
the bereaved family, and one to The
Ellsworth American for publication.

]

Penobscot.
Miss Flora Perkins Is home from
Wilton, where she has been teaching.
Mrs. Ernest Snow of Camden recently visited her parents. Mr. and
Mrs. S. G. Varnum. and Mr. Snow's
parents at East Orland.
Pastime theatre opened March 13.
after being closed for a few weeks on
account of the severe weather and
bad traveling
The ladies’ aid society of the
Methodist church served dinner town
Proceeds. $4 4.
meeting day.
March 15.
“Woodlocke."
-o-

Hancock.

-o-

Castine.
Mr. and Mrs. C. Fred Jones, who
i
have spent the winter in Southwest
I
Harbor, are home.
1
Mrs. Merl Connor and son Alfred
have gone to Newburyport, where
they will live.
Mrs. Stephen Cash is in Boston on

years

Kayside.

Miss Adele Carter, who teaches at
Otter Creek, spent her vacation at
home.
March 15.
G.

“Here’s another derelict to add to

on

George

MEMORIAL RESOLUTIONS.
Whereas. In His infinite wisdom, the
Master has again severed our fraternal

j

and presently the conversation developed into a discussion of furniture

the old homestead.
About two
ago they moved to Marlboro
where she died March 14. at
thesis
of eighty-seven years.
Besides her
twodaughters, Mrs. D. W. Sprinter
and Mrs. A. B. Foss, she leaves
sjj
and
grandchildren
Beven
greatgrandchildren. She was of a retiring disposition, but was loved by all

Her daughter Regina and
are spending the week in
Belfast, and her son Lewis Is with
Her
his grandparents in Penobscot.
store Is in charge of Mrs. Joseph
Morey.
G.
March 15.
business.

son

|

In the death of Palmyra Pomroy
Springer, Hancock loses a life-long
resident. She was married to Dan'l T.
Springer in 1868, and was a faithful,
loving. Christian wife and mother.
After her husband's death, Feb. 12.
1892, her oldest daughter, Mrs. II.
W. Springer, came to live with her

South Surry.
Mrs. Bert Young, who has been
111. is much better.
Mrs. Clara Carter of Surry la employed at Bert Young's.
Harold Grindie of West
Sorry
spent the week-end with his sister
.Mrs. Frank Grindie.
By the death of John A Bonsey
on March
14. South Surry has lost
Its oldest resident:
also a good
friend and neighbor.
He will be
missed.
He leaves one son. Hollis
A. Bonsey. and two daughters, Mrs.
Anna Gray, who was able to come
and help to make him comfortable
in his last days, and Mrs, Harvey
Candage of Stonington; also eight
grandchildren and two great-grandchildren. and one brother, Walter
Bonsey of Ellsworth. Th-> funeral
was at the home and buria' at Rich's
Corner.
Clarence Jordan is visiting his
brother Frank In Boston
Kay Gray called upon friends here
last week.
Volney Coggins and wife, who
a
took
trip South, have visited
Savannah. Ga., St. Augustine, and
Jacksonville, Fla., at the latter place
meeting Martin Long, formerly of
this place, now a prominent lawyer
at Jacksonville.
They spent some
time at West Palm Beach and are
now
at New Orleans, whence they
and San
will go West to Los AnnMr. Coggin- "ill Join
Francisco.
the steamship Pearl Shell for the
season.

March 22.

Tramp."
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Willys Light Dealer Wanted
TWTEN with ambition who want to make a place
themselves in the business world can
connect with a live organization with a national reputation, marketing national products and

_1~for

backed by national advertising.
The

Willys Corporation of Toledo is

keting the WILLYS LIGHT

and

mar-

POWER

PLANT for farms and interurban homes. This
outfit battery, generator and Willys Knight
sleeve valve engine has proven superior by actual test to anything in this line on the market.
who want to earn from $6000
to $10,000 a year can fill the bill. Liberal commission, exclusive territory.

Only

;
I

j
:

men

Act quickly if you want to take advantage
of this great money-making opportunity.
Call
or

write today.

New

England Willys Light Co,
48

Exchange St., Portland, Me.

